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NOW WITH JURY
Loving Case Concluded Be-
fbre the Circuit Court
vcr NOT EXPEZTZD
UNTIL THIS MORNING.
Interest in the Speech Made in the
Case Evidenced by the Crowds
of Hearers,
CONCENSUS OF OPINION
lil AN ACQUITTAL..
In room 61, on the third floor of
The Palmer hotel, there is now
closeted the twelve men who hoed in
their handl die fate of Hammond H.
Loving, who is charged with killing
Helton A. Rose during the first week
of last August, in the office of the
Kongo* Mill & Lumber company,
in the Fraternity building. These
twelve men got the case fast night at
9:30 o'clock after completion of the
evening session which was held. by
Judge Reed in order to utilize every
possible moment of time so as to
get through with the matter right
away. After the lawyero had finished
their arguments it was 9:30 o'clock
and Judge Reed then turned the jury
over to Sheriff Potter. In doing so
the court admonished the jurots
against permitting any outsider to
talk to them about the matter, and to
arrive at a verdict according to their
construction of the testimony. Wink
the jurors were yet in their seats thejudge remarked to theses that be did
not expect they wanted to return A
verdict last night, therefore they
go to the hotel. Judge Reed
radid arranged though that if the jury
did bring in a verdict before mid-
night and the jurors wanted to re-
port right away and be released that
Sheriff Pdtter was to notify the judge
so he could come to the courthouse
and receive the finding. This sum-
mon' though was not neemeary, as
at 3 o'clock this morning the jurors
were asleep in their hotel room, not
having reached any calcimine.
The Closing Isicidiedfs.
Yesterday morning when court
convened-sat 8:30 o'clock, the court-
room was packed with several bun
died people, ineluding a large num-
ber of ladies. There were half a
dozen witnesses yet to be examined
and give in testimony, and it took
until noon to accomplish this. Court
then adjourned until i o'clock in the
afternoon, when the arguments were
commenced, and the speeches were
the most brithant every beard be-
neath the roof of the bdIlding. Hon.
Hal Corbett lead off the talks, he
repoesenting.,, the defense, and when
he had Mated. County Attorney
Eugene Graves spoke for the prose-
cution. Lawyer J. Calgbell Flour-
noy then folkewedl for the rdefense,
awe Judge Richard Lightfoot came
next for the prosecution. By time
the latter finished it was 5 o'clock in
the afternoon, and court then ad-
journed until 7 o'clictck. In the after.-
noon space in the courtroom was
considered at a prentitmt, but after
supper the house was packed andjammed with abeut- 6on people who
closely crowded every conceivable
foot of room, while the halls ;aid
clerks Maces were congested and
umay people even climbed up front
the outside and getting foothold
peered theough the wig (NW 5, list Len-
in to the: great ladelles. Abeet aoo
women were there at' night and clode-
ly foalowed the tatits throughout,
while dewing the clis`O *Mut filaY ladies
were re hearing ispeeeliee and testi-
mony tb.
• Last Night's Session. „
At 7 o'clock aaçe gre-
.oflvened cattle 
g 
011ie Mt Janice startet off the t
He spoke until _shortly sited' 8
orchirk, when Cemorionwealth's At-
tirrity John G ,Lovett took the floor
and closed the arguments finally. It
took -him until 0:30 oklocko witen. the
case was then given to the jury.
The speeches were the greatest
ever heard underneath that roof, and
evidenced bright oratorical ability on
Oart of the attorneys r interested in the4 cote. They all had their case well
in teanct and betel' the minute attention
of the filled courtroom throughout,
to the extent that a pin could have
bets heard on account of the pro-
longed stillness.
rudging from the expressions
rd from the spectator', the con-
note of opinion was that the great-
est effort fell from the lips of COD
greasman jittrres, CoreryOne etratese-
Me the belief that tbe most brilliant
atirment -ever heard in the building
was that by the distinguished and
aissvery congressman who in a spell-
' binding manner occepied the fleor for
over an hour while dwel:ing upon the
different features of the proeteding.
His imposing and striking tire,
combined with his beautiful flow of
°eatery, and impreepive enaphazing
manners, formed a scene never to be
forgotten. •
During the work of taking tesd-
mony yesterday Judge Lightfoot act-
ed in a manner offensive to Judge
Reed and the latter fined the other
ato for contempt of court.
imtneoes: Cruwiis.
The crowds at the courdiallthe AMA+
interested manifested was soleliethintO
unprecedented in this city, as the
buiicting has been holding litrndreds
ever ince the trial was started into,
while the interest was something nev-
er before oritnessedd odds city. The
evening seemon was also the first One
head for many years in this building.
The .talks were something that
could not have been improved on,
and not a single one, ou the
congressman's could be p d ovt
and commented upon, as e attOr-
ney proved himself a spellb er
evidenced great oratorical lad! I .
ability. It was the efforts of theie
life and from start to finish tbey
were highly ioteresting and 'proved
that the large portion of the braine
from the law profession, was on the
floor. This was the first tine Mr.
James had ever been heard here in
the court house and his talk was
somiething great, according to every
person whose ears beard his worth.
The cencenstis of opinion beard in
and about the court room last nigh
wasp that the verdict would be one of
acquittal for Loving at the hands of
the jury.
Lady Fainted.
Mrs. Thomas W. Sett:e, of Fifth
and afailison streets, was one of the
spectators last night at the court-
room, but the warmth of the room
overcame her, and as she efts leaving
the circuit clerk's office lookirg for
fresh air, she fell over in a dead
faint. A young man caught bee, and
she was taken into the office of Judge
Lightfoot, across the hall, where she
was restored by bathing her face and
hands with cool water. She was then
placed in carriage and taken home,
accompanied by Patrolman Moore
Churchhill, who lent his assisting
vertices.
HARRIMAN MUM
DECLINES' TO TALK ON
RYAN'S TESTIMONY TO
COMMITTEE
Reorganisation of Mutual Life Now
Talked cf.:eV/ill Be Thorough
Apparently.
New York, Dec. 13.—E. H. Harri-
man refitted last night to comment
upon the testimony of Thomas F
Ryan before the insurance investigat-
ing committee yesterday, in which the
witness said that Mt. Harriman at-
tempted to secure an interest in Mr.
Ryan's Equitable holdings To all
questions he replied that be had noth-
ing to say.
Elect Peabody.
!Discussing last night the expected
election today of Chas. A. Peabody
as president of the Mutual Life In-
surance company, Feederkk Crom-
welOtemporary president of t com-
pany. and a member of the ard of
trustees, sear: t
'I wish that you would say for me,
and make it as emphatic as possible,
that the Metuers new president will
represent no interests otiotr than
those of the company.
"let me *ay it is our intention to
tike use of every cipportunly to re-
store whatever confidence ft ybhc
may have lost in the Motual tir'ough
the disclosures which have bin made
since die affairs of the vari insur-
iatete companies ave been u er fire.
lace Dividends. ,
tsTisere is..going to be a thorough
reerganizetion of the Mutual.
' fsThe savings wilt beim it possibie
to Increase the dividitelds paid to the
polieylinIders and this will be done."
Thomas Hollowles, who was
mato,
 
yeses general agent for elle
Mkitualt Life Insurance company in
Lottieiana Misaissippi and Wisconsin,
it was said yesterday-, is again en-
gaged in forming a opolicyholders'
protective 'bodes
Aceording to report, the Mexican
Central railroad has entered into a
fifteen-year contract with the Mexi-
can Petroleum! company for the sys-
tems swop, of oil for locomotive
fed at 5o cents (gold) asbarrel. It
iv estimated that the contract will
Call for 45,00re000 barrels of oil, to
cost something like $45,000,000
The son of Pieeiednt Zelaya, of
Nicaragua. kidnaped on eve of mar-
riage to Washington seeing yeoman
and sent tinder guard to his father in
Central America
IS NOW WELL
WfINSTED OGILVIE BROUGHT
BACK FROM HOPKINS-
VILIZ.
Word From the Institution There Is
That iay Brockwell Dots Not
&seen to Improve.
:Mr. Winstead Ogilvie, of Ballard
county, returned yesterday form
Hopkintrville, accompanied by his
brother, Mk Ben Ogilvie, who went
up to•bring the former home.
iMk. Winstead Ogilvie is about
twenty years of age and for many
months last year and the first of this
suffered from broken down health to
the extent that his mind became un-
balanced and he had to be sent to
the asylum at Hbpkinsville for treat-
ment. He was, tried by the courts of
lieliordl county and taken to the in-
stitution seven months since, but his
restored health has also brought
back his reason to the extent that
several days ago Superintendent
Milton Broad, of the asylum, wrote
the brother, Ben Ogilvie, to come and
get Winstead, who is now brought
back home completely cured. They
went on out to they home in the
country liot evening.
Not Any Better.
Wind 
- from the Hopkinsville
asylum is that Pleny Brociewell clues
not seem to improve any, his mind
having been unbalanced now for a
year or two daring which time he
has been conned there for treatment.
He is the husband of Mary Stockwell
who was sent to the penitentiary
from here several months ago, to
serve a Iffe sentence, fir. poisoning
her three little girls at their home in
Mechaniciburg tast winter. The re-
maining daughter, Hazel is still at
the 'Home of the Friendless being
cared for.
BUSINESS QUIET.
Only One Doti Lodged For Record
With County Clerk.
There was not mach doing around!
the county clevrii office yesterday- at,,
the county ccnirtimum There was
only one deed lodged for record, that
being one in whist, W5 B. Nichols
transferred teed out in the count
to Gabriel Hester for Op.
BODY SHIPPED
REMAINS OF MRS. SLOANIE
DOWDY TAKEN TO MUR-
RAY YESTERDAY.
r,11
Kr. W. B. Milne Called to Riverton,
Ala., Yesterday by the Sudden
Death of His Father.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Sloanie
Dowdy died at the family home near
Arcadia after an lilness with typhoid
fever of several weeks. The remains
weteXtroought to the city and in the
aft n Ohipped to Mlurray for in-
terment, that being their former
home.
The deceased was twenty-five years
of age and a popular and most es-
timable lady of that vicinity. She
left a husband to mourn her loss.
Father Died,
Mt. W. B Milne, tole of -1-he in-
spectinre of the city for the public
street work ye3terday left for River-
ton, Ala., *here he was called by' the
death of his father, who expired there
of infirmities produced by old age.
he, being 86 ytoav old, and nuide
his home there with his other son,
Mr. John S. Milne.
Mr. WI B. Maine's home is in Eddy-
ville, bat he %aii teen here on the
public works service since spring, and
is a brother-in-law of Masers Thorns&
and Ned Baker, the newspaper men.
AN OLD-TIME RES.
W as hi rigt on, Dec. 13.—Will T.
Msktin, whom Preekiefie Roosevelt
has announced as his selection for
ppstrisaster at Natchez, Miss., was a
major-geneval of cavalry in the Con-
federate states army. Gen. Martin
is reputed to be one of the "unre-
constructed" and stands Nob among
all Mississippians. Gen. Martin is a
close friend of Gen Basil Duke, of
Kentucky.
citildrett were burned to death
at Lindsay, near Punxsutawney, Pa.,
early Tuesday, and 'Wm. Morgan and
wife, the parents, with their two re-
maining children barely escaped with
lives'
WAS CONTINUED
SCHWAB BANKRUPTCY CASE
WENT OVER UNTIL TO-
MORROW.
The Sherrill-Russell Lumber Com-
pany Filed Suit Against Ec:-
wards & Stoll
Yesterday in the bankruptcy court
Referee E. W. Bagby continued un-
til tomorrow the Mosee Schwab case
whenein the latter is ordered to ',how
to vAoim he paid out the azo,000 that
the croclitors claim ea. has oot prop-
erly accounted for. LaWye./9" in the
was engaged at other important
legal basil:rem and got the referee to
continue the matter over untit tour-a--
row.
Sued on Notes.
The Sherrill-Russell Lumber com-
pany yeeterday in the circuit court
filed suit against J. W. Edwards and
K. D. Sinai for collection of $574.70
claimed due plaintiff on notes from
defendants.
August nth, 1903, Suell sold land
in the county to Edwards and the
latter gave notes in partial payment
of the deal. Suell then transferred
these notes to Shercill-Russeles who
claim they have never been paid by
Edwards., therefore the snit.
Court Order Issued.
Judge Lightfoot has issued the call
for the fiscal court to meet next
Tuesday for the purpose of making
settlement with .SIlieriff Lee Potter
for Oaf county taxes collected by that
offieia who s now working on his
reporCand getting same into complet
ed fo* as rapidly ae possible. HHe
will See everything ready within a
few r, and have Commissioner
Barbet of the county, fo go over the
statements 80 they can be explained
Wile hi the justices of the peace
when alley meet „next week
Watts Estate.
Mr. David Adams, the wea:thy
and well known Staitidand capitalist
aer ived here yesiiikilsy eg business.
pertaining to setting up the estate
ot t late Attorney Char', W.
Wt died ft hemorritswe in
Denuer, Col.. last week maid whose
tannins were brought thrower -this
city Monday for Saillidand where
they were itseerred. '
NO DISCONTENT
SEMIS TO PREVAIL IN JAPAN
NOW SAYS GRISCOM
Minister Now Hothe on Leave of
Absence and Speaks Hopeful of
Japan's Condition
New York, Dec. 3.—Lloyd Gris-
corn, United St4es minister to Ja-
pan, is in the city, coming by way
of San Francisco, on a short leave
of absznioe. Last night he talked in-
terestingty about Japan,. her .condi-
tion after the war, and the present
prospects in the far East.
"Since the war,", Mr. Griscom
said, "the Japanese people have set-
tled down to their regular occupa-
tions. The government is busy pay-
ing' off its war d-ebts and adjustingits finances The whole aim of the
Japanese i.-. toward industrial expan-
sion at present. Ala efforts are turn-
ed in that direction."
Anti.Badite Noes.
As to the anti-peace riotitte Mr.
Griptom said that the dissatisfaction
o r the peace of ,Poirtearionth was
ni4Atly temporary and haeht become
Otlithportant now. The iing of
dithoment hag entirely disiippaired
mad the Japanese people feel great
graittude onvers1 the Aniericen peo-
ple and particularly to President
Roofievelf. for brMgino about peace.
The mikado issued an edict telling
the peopk that there was a govern-
ment caring for their interests and
advising them to attend to their reg
ular occupations. The people obey-
ed, as they obey everything emanat-ing from the mikado. Mr. Griscom
declared emphatically that after 'the
excitement due to the first news
from Portsmouth had subsided, the
people sided imantmonely with the
government and recognized the wis-
dont of making peace with Russia.
He was reeked about Korea and
the Japanese protectorate.
Korean Affairs.
°Korea is not strictly in my prov-
ince," he said, "and although I saw
Marquis Ito shortly before. his &-
mature from. Japan to Korea, the
Korean questioo ha rveloped since
I left Japan. People in. the Unite
State i are better informed concern-ing Korea than I am.
"I saw Admiral Togo frequently
before trry departure from Japan,"
the minister said. "He told me thathe intended to visit the United States
with his fleet next autumn, utter firstpaying a vint to England, Japan's
ally. 1 told Admiral Togo that he
----!".`.! • z •1- -
Amencaii people ace a:v.a,s
welcome a brave man."
Mr. Grocom intends to go on to
Washington in a day or two. His
departure from this city has been, de-
layed by a cold brought on by the
change to the American climate. He
had not decided jost when he will
return to Japan.
s•••••••
SOCIAL SENSATION
IN LOUISVILLE.
Louisvile, Ky., Dec. 13.—A aocial
sensation has been caused by the an-
nouncement that Mr. and Mrs. R.
Worth Otter have separated and
that a divorce wilt soon conve. They
are a young couple prominent in so-
ciety. Mrs. Otter is a sister of Mrs.
E. R. Thomas, wife of the New
York milLionoire and turfman. As
Jouett arid Linda Lee they were
famous beauties. The crisis came
for the Otters w-hen Mr. Otter took
their 3-year-old daughter, undo Lee
Otter, during Mrs. Otter's absence
from borne and placed here in cue
of his mother. When Mrs. Otter
returned she secured attorneys and
regained possession of tier child on
condition that she would not leave
the city with tor. The divorce is
the sequel.
Provisions Stolen.
Mr. J. Henry Smith, of Fifth and
Harrison streets, yesterckay morning
discovered that thieves had broken
onto the that porch the night before
and stole some provisions.
Visiting Chief.
Chief of Police Mart Egan, of the
Cairo, Ilk, poliee game, was here
yesterday as a character witness in
the Loving case. •
ELKINS LAW
A. GEN MOODY SAYS IT
MUST BE ENFORCED.
Writes Such Instructions to All
United States District Attorneys
—Letter Mailed
Washington, Dec. ft.—Attorney-
General Moody yesterday sent a cir-
cider letter to all the United States
clotrict attorneys, eighty-five in nuto
her, directing them vigilantly to en-
force the provisions of the Elkins
act against rebates and discrimina-
tions of alt kinds by carriers. The
method of proceedings suggested isby way of indictment.
It a the eXpectation that this let-
ter will result in the prompt investi-
gation of all complaints made of dis
criminations by carriers followed, by
the indictments where the evidence
warrants. The departmsnt itself iti. stated bait investigated thorough-ly all clier of discriminations thathave been brought before it, but ithas not she facilities for a promptinvestigation of the aipatiminatory
prectices all over the country aod ithas been felt that these cases- were
of a nature that could be said* en-
trusted to the discretion of the dis-trict atorneye. In fie letter the at-torney
-general say(!
Letter Sent Out.
'Whenever it is practicable it isdesirable that indictments should be
returned Doti, against the shipper
and the carriersi, lie some eater.',however, it may be imposeible to ob-tain sufficient evidence. without the
aid of dee testimony of one gf theguilty *ties to the transaction. In
such a ehee it w old, be wimi to use
such testimony, of course affording
to the witnees or witnesses immu-
nity from prosectitiod.
"Under the Elkins law the only
penalty for its violation is a fine.
suggest to you in a* cases whoe
the evidence would warrant it thot
an indictment for conspiracy to cons
mit an offense against the United
States based ispon section 5.44o ofthe revised statutes be obtained.The supreme 'court has held in
Clone ve. United States (15o United
States, 590, 595) that a conspiracy
to ccntunit a crime, itself punishable
only by fine, may be punished by im
ptisionment. In the event of a cost-
viction upon the charge of console-
acy of this kind you tare directed tO
present to the court the desirability
of indicting the penalty of imprison-
ment. '
^
BREATHING FREER
Witte May be Able to Avoid
the Rocks Before Him
(22P.T'l T..Y HAS
i.rmjfjNG CHANCE.
However, the Leaders Are WildlyAppealing to Telegraph; to Keep
Up the Fight.
BALTIC SITUATION
IS MOST GRAVE.
St. Petersburg, Tuesday morning,
December 12. via Eydleuhnen, East
Prussia, Dec. 13.—The restoration of
cable conwitunication with points
abroad yesterday lasted only a fewhours. Before midnight it was re-ported that the cable was cut and that
<Sspatches must again be forwardedby couriers via the German frontier.
Nevertheless, the outlook is clear-ing. The ooverirrment is breathingfreer wittesa fighting chance that
Prettier Witte will yet be able to
steer his way through, the rocks
which beset liibt path.
The threat of a general strike in
the immediate future has disappeared,
and the telegraph strike not being
supported, is going to pieces in spite
of the wild appeals of .the unionoto
stand firm.
Realize Weakness.
Tbe real leaders of the workmen
and other proletariat organizations
realizing fully their weakness and
lack of preparation for a decisive
struggle have carried the day dira the
hot-headed, striicers, and have easily
convinced the majority that it would
be an irretrievable blunder to prosti-
tute what they regard as the suoreme
instrument for forging a free nation
by using it for a minor issue like *-
dressing the grievances of private in-
dividuals.
The disappearance of the danger of
a general strike seems to in uri- the
government a certain period, in winch
to vindicate itself and .dtmonstrate
that it is striving to realize the sew
order of things.
No Reaction.
The members of Count Witte' 4
cabinet distinctly deny that the gov-
ernment has entered on the path of
reaction, but they soy diet-the pres-
ent ;tae of anarchy cannot go on.
Count -Witte takes the ground that
the ministry is only a stop gap to
transfer the power into the bands-of
the national assembly, and therefore
be -will not undertake to bind the
country by temporary laws or a
policy which the representatives of
the nation should decide for them-
selves. This is the theory on which
complete universal suffrage. will be
refused
The situation in the Baltic prov-
inces is now' the men( grave of the
emoire's *Perdition. It approaches
civil war, sod the government has
been forced to appoint, a governor-
general with is-weeping administrative
powers to try to restore order. All
the troops in these provinces have
been placed under his command. The
importation of arms, whist have been
entering the country in large quanti-
ties., and sale of weapons have been
prohibited, and the authorities are
even empowered to arrest for three
nvonths, under an administrative or-
der, persens having arms in this
possession At the same time the
government recognizes that crushing
the growing rebellion by force will
not suffice.
Demand Autonomy for Poland.
Warsaw, Russian Poland. Dec 13.
—.A meeting of et7 Catholic clergy-
man. of Russian Poland resolved this
morning to dernand autonomy for
Thotand with its own parliament, gen-
eral secret ballot 'the reinstatement
of the Pohsh tangusge in government
offices, the abolition of capital punish-
ment and full amnesty for political
prisoners.
- 
TO LOOK AFTER HIS FENCES.
_
Blackburn Coming Hotne Until After
Legislature Meets.
Waishinoton. Dec. t3.—Senator 5.
C. Blackliurn, of Kentucky, went to
Louisville today to take active c.hatge
of his campaign for re-el'e'ction in
which he is opposed by Judge Thos.
H. Poynter and William B. Halde-
man.
Senator Blackburn yesterday ex
premed hinwela as being confident of
re-election. He probably will remaiat
in Kentucky until the meeting of the
legislature in January, which is to
select his sueceseor.
John M. F.'attkon, democratic gov
Crnor-elert of Othio, say, he contrib-
uted $7,049.90 to his campaign. ,
sta.
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PUBLIC WORKS
A Business Session of The
Board Held Yesterday.
FINES ASSESSED AGAINST
CONTRACTOR BRIDGES.
Councilman Riglesberger Raises Im-
portant Question Regarding Re-
constructed Pavements.
SOUTH THIRD STREET
ORDERED SWEPT AT NIGHT
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the board of public works that
body found that Contractor Bridges
had to pay the city $.265 as penalty
for not finishing the reconstruction of
South Third street by the first of
last month, which date was the time
limit specified in the contract when
that gentleman was awarded the
work. Mr. Beidges was prevented
from working a total of 62 days af-
ter he started the itAprovement, but
he got credit for a nusber of these
days on account of d weather
which he could not prev nt, while ad-
ditional credits were aJlbwed him for
other hiridierancee over whiih he had
no control, and these reductions
brought down to 16A days he con-
sumed beyond the time limit without
excuse sufficient for release. As he
is bound to pay $to per day for each
day beyond the limit, after deduc-
tions, this makes the $265. Contrac-
tor Bridges claims he could have per-
formed the work by the time contract
for if Mr. Herbert Lant, of Evans
ville, had not delayed in forwarding
here the brick for the reconstruction,
this Indiana gentleman having the
contract to supply the material.
Weeks of good working days we
lost by Bridges on account of Lant'e
dilatoriness, and the contract oe states
that he will make Lant pay ..he $265
to - the city, inasmuch as it was his
fault. In passing on the Third street
question the board ordered City En-
gineer Washington to make out the
remainder of the estuneene against
the property owners along that thor-
oughfare and give them to the con-
tractor for collection. They are to
be finihsed by the engineer by the
next council meeting, and enough is
to be withheld to pay for the bal-
ance of the ,work to be done in re-
pairing the bad places.
Street Inspector Akinzo Eliott was
ordered by the board to have repair-
ed the alley naming from Sevtoth
to Ninth between Broadway and "Jef
ferson street.
The inspector was also ordered to
put a fence alongside the top edge
of the fill running over towards the
new box and basket factory near the
Union depot. This fence will keep
people from driving or walking off
the side of the fill. There is a fence
on one side of the fill running from
Fourth and Husbands streets up
Fourth toward,' Elizabeth, and now
the inspector was directed to put a
fence an the other side also, as a
deep ravine runs. alongside 'the fill
and endangers anyone into walking
or driving over the side into same.
The brick streets in the business
portion of the city are swept about
o'clock every morning by the city's
street cleaning department, and now
'that South Third street is completed,
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott was
instructed to have that thoroughfare
cleaned and swept also, but it will
not be done but twice a week on ac-
count of it being over one mile in
length, and therefore too much terri-
tory for the department to cover
with their present curtailed appara-
tus every night.
An important question was up be-
for the board, that of having Coun-
cilman Joseph Rigiestierger build
brick sidewalks alongside his prop-
erty on South Third street WhilVe the
brick streets were laid. Mr. Rigles-
berger claims that be canerot be com-
pelled to put down pavements be-
cause no sidewalks *existed before,
between hie private property and the
public street on which it stands. He
contends that only where sidewalkr
have been dlown before the brick
streets Were laid that property own-
ers can be required to reconstruct
the pavements, but he cannot be corn
petard to put down any because of
the- Asters:le of walks heretofore. On
this point being brought up the board
of works referred the guestion to the
eolicitor for a legal opinion deciding
whether or not the board can compel
Mr. Rigleaberger to put dowyp the
pavements whore there has not been
adopted heretofore any ordinance to
that ,
-ffect.
Contractor Bridges was notified to
clein up Kentucky avenue and repair
the sidewalks so they can be used.
He hes finished the brick street, and
ore IV SIC sidewalk, TITEVarA t ory
for the concrete pavements, but win-
ter has arrived and as concreee can-
not be put down, during cold weather
he will be compelled to pin cinders
on the sidewalk's in order to make
them passable and then wait until
next spring before laying the con-
crete.
Street inspector Alone° Elliott re-
Norted that parties occupying the
Souse looked after by Seonetary
under. Fowler, of the board, con-
tillued to let their water hydrant run
and flood the sidewalk and street.
The nuisanoe was ordered abated.
The house is on Third between Wash
ington and Clark streets.
Methodist Bazaar.
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist church will have a
bazaar in the buikling now occupied.
by the gas company, opposite the
tiostoffice, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday. Following is the splendid
menu they will serve each day, at
noon and at night:
SOUNDS GOOD TO ME.
Good Hot Methodist Dinner
25 cents.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
5 z o Broadway.
Menu.
Roast Turkey Oyster Dressing
Beef Roast Cream Potatoes
Scalloped Tomatoes Stewed Corn
Boiled Hominy Hot Biscuits
Home-tnade Jelly Pickles
Slaw
Pies Mince and Apple
Hot Coffee
Fruit
Oysters any style, 25 cents extra
SUET-ER.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Cold Boiled Ham Hot Croquettes
Mashed Brown Potatoes
Fried Hominy
Hot '3iscuit:v.0ot Coffee
Salad
Fruit
Oysters served many styles 25c extra
A nice pair of our Ladies' or Men's
Slippers would be a nice Xmas pres-
ent.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
MAN'S DEATH MAY BE SHAM.
Beckwith, Indicted for Chadwick
Frauds, Reported in Canada.
Lorain, 0., Dec. 13.—Is Charles T.
Beckwith, president of the Citizens!
National bank of Oberlin, 0., alive
in Canada? According to a report
which reached this city tonight he
was seen there several days ago.
Beckwith is neupposied to have died
at hi s home last March and his
friend's claim that his body lies in
Westwood cemetery in Oberlin. He
was caught by Mrs. Cassie L. Chad-
wick, his bank wrecked and he was
ruined financially, breaking down in
health as soon as the facts became
known. The secrecy stwrounding his
illness, death and burial, when every-
body except relatives was denied ad-
mittance to the Beckwith home,
tends to confirm the report.
Beckwith's death was attrRiuted to
his transactions, with Mrs. Chadwick.
He was indicted for violating the na-
tional barrice Nies arid was arrested,
but died before he was brought to
ttial. Cashier Spear, of the Oberlin
bank, was arrested with him and was
found guilty and is now serving his
sentence in the Ohio penitentiary at
Columbus.
The authorities and insurance corn
panics will investigate and will prob-
ably open the grave, as everyone is
asking whether Beckwith was actual-
ly buried or whether a rough box
filled with stones was lowered into
the grave.
Have you thought how nice a pret.
ty pair of lace curtains would be for
Xmas, at it oo to $to oo per pair?
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
DOOLINIELD
CHARGED WITH STEALING
ROPE FROM CAPTAIN
FINNEY.
George Armstrong Held to Grand
Jury For Cutting Eugene Jack-
son, Both Colcred
41********************* *
the theatre.
Ole.4141rifirirleit4403814/J.
Alvin Joann.
"Alvin Josdin" ii a play that is pro-
nounced one of the best of its class
and its wonderful success for many
years has proved it so. The plot,
meliodirarnatic fleets and sensational
situations are of the popular kind,
and the fun which is. much in evi-
dence keeps the audience in roars of
laughter all the time. The play is
staged with scenery carried by the
company and gives views of places
in New York wheer the majority of
the scenes are laid. There is' pier 29,
East river, with Brooklyn bridge id-
luminated in the distance, Bleekee
street, Bowery near Obatrham street,
Grand Central depot, ond street,
Fifth Avenue hotel, 'Baxter street,
showing old Five Points, a Bowery
concert hall and Usk* Square...There
will be up-to-date specialties between
the acts. All those who enjoy a
hearty laugh should not minp • seeing
"Alvin Joelin" at The Kentucky on
Saturday mative and night.
"Busy issyls Vacation."
Musical comedy In ail thal the
name implies will be the offering at
The Kentucky on Tuesday of next
week when George Sidney and his
company of fun makers will begin an
engagement for one night. Mr. Sid-
ney brings his new "rest cure," "Busy
Izry's Vacation," for the considera-
tion of. t•heatre-goers, and it is said
that it is a genuine vacation for ev-
eryone except the people on the
stage. Mir. Sidney is wholly original
in style and his quiet, unostentatious
humor is irresistable. He is .unique
in all things, with no attempt at
straining for effects, while his inher-
ent sense of humor is always appar-
ent. Naturally, Mr. Sidney is the
thief fun-maker of the vacatioo part
and he keeps his audience convulsed
with laughter while he is on the
stage. There are others in the case,
however, who are said to be close
seconds of the star .hinwelf in the
entertaining line. Three comedians
of ability and the big chorus of prst-
ty girls is said to be the most attmc
tive chorus of the season.
In the police court yesterday Judge
Sanders held to the grand jury- James
Dentin who is charged with steal-
ing some steantboat rope form Capt.
H. l•inney, in Mechanioshurg.
Doolin was onay Tuesday, brought
back from Harrisburg. Ill., where he
was caught.
George Armstrong was held to the
grand jury on the charge of maiic-
iously cutting Eugene Jackson, dur-
ing a fight at Abe Macofrsky's saloon
on Second and Court streets several
afternoons since. Both are colored.
The case against E. Y. Melton was
continued until tomorrow. He is
charged with carrying concealed
weapons.
Fines of $t nil costs were assessed
aganst each A Leary, Oscar Baker
and An:ie Copeland, for being drunk.
A pretty lien of Gauze Fans for
you to select from.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Cave her a box of our Ladies' all-
linen, hand-embroidered, initial hand-
kerchiefs--St so a box
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
The Catholics of Cincinnati and vi-
cindy have prac'itally coneted ar-
rangerneets for an international erre.
orian congress, to be hekl during the
week following the May mimic fes-
tival. 'The object of the congress is
the furtherance of the use of gregor-
ian nossie in the Catholic churches.
Refugees reaching Japan from Hat
bin declare Rusesiati officials aided the
mritineem in burning and tacking the
city.
Germany delays giving an answer
to Brazil's demands for an explana-
tion of the arrest of a Braziliarn sub-
ject by the gunboat Panther.
NOTICE.
EN2e
tieWe4
Itall CO.
SECOND YEAR I* HUSINESS IN
PADUCAH.
We offer special values in
Solid Gold Watches.
Solid Gold Chains.
Solid Gold Rings.
Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
set.
Solid Gold Lockets.
Solid Gold Crosses and Neck
Chains.
Sterling &Iva Spoons.
Sterling Silver ToilarSets.
Sterling Silver Novelties.
Finest line of Cut Glass.
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted.
J. A KONETZKA, Optician.
I years' experience. 311 B'way.
Packicah, Ey.
A large line of Eagle emblems in
stock.
The system of credit tuts been sc
shamefully abused by the public in
the matter of collection of "Insur-
ance prerniinns" that the local agents
of Paducah, Ky., have been forced to
adopt the following rule with refer-
ence to the coilection of premiums.
"Recognizing that the Fire Insurance
business is essentially as well as
necessarily, a CASH business by
reason of the policy contracts, and
as all agents are required by the
rules of their companies, to settle
promptly each month for the previous
month's business, we are therefore
forced to ask of our patrons prompt
payment of ail premiums, and in or-
der to do so we, the undersigned,
hereby mutually agree and adopt and
pledge ourselves to faithfully carry
out, in the collection of premiums,
the following rule to-wit:
"That we notify our patrons, toe
public generally, through the deity
press, each agent signing the notice.
that commencing on the tat day of
January tgo6, all policies are due and
payable when the insurance is effected
or upon delivery of policy in per-
son or by mail."
Signed:
R. F.. ASH BROOK.
L. L. REB OUT.
REEVES & WILCOX.
ABRAM, L WEIL SE CO.
J. FRIEDMA'N.
RUDY, PAXTON & CO.
HUMMIEL .BROS.
C. E. JENNINGS.
E. G. BOCVNE.
FLOURNOY & BURNETT.
F. J. MeELWEE.
MIRS M. D. POViTELL.
MRS. R. BURGAUER.
S. T. RANDLE.
J. W. HUGHES.
F. C. BOONE.
HOLIDAY RATES.
OLIVER. OLIVER GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky, rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building-
New Phone Ha Old Phone ens
Paducah
Steam Dye Wu eks
If you mot pier oodles cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to H. C.
Roes sag South Third Street. 1 have
the nicest line c./ samples for tints
ha the city. Suits made to cedar.
On account of Christmas and New
Year's holidays the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets
as follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, portions of West Virginia,
'Pennsylvania and Western New
!York, nntario and Michigan, one and
one-third fare for the round-trip,
ticaeis to be 401d De"-nber 23. ae,
25. .1,1 sod 31 and Ja•Inary t, Anfl
,glied refuelling ttr'!:, Taauary 3.
To all points South of Ohio and
,Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-
isissippi river, one and one-third fare
Iplue 25 cents, tiekets to be sold De-
l ent:Ober 22, 23, 24, 25, 3n and 31 and
January z, good to return until Amu-
arY 4.
J. 1'. DCYNOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WIAEFIELD,
A., Union Depot,
Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE tin NORTH TIFTlil
TELEPHONES
lilisitSsoes Office egg
A. S. DABNEY,
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phoebes 355
Office hours 8 to to a. m.,1 to 3
p.m. and 7 to g p.
Dr. Stampe'r
Dentist.
Office over Lencr•er & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintentlent.
401 Fraternity Building'.Oki Phone 498 Red; New Phone se.
Paincah, Kentucky
ALBIEN W. BARKLEY.
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 3, Columbia Building.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
• 1 r M
• •
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone syo.
-
• R. F. 1DR f HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you:want a ;first class job by an
expert2iworkman? If youldo :take
it to
]obn 3. BIM), lewekr.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Hy.
••••••44441.0**4.44.+444-++.44,440
E E. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
"44444+++++++.++•+4444•44
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padtwuth, Kentucit,
Capital and Surplus $11515,000
ED P. PipBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRZA
N. W. VAN CULIM CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum an dnse certificate of deposits.. bidet/ boxes in is.
proof vault fcr rent at 113 to filo Par Year es to sem. You car*, your WS
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Mtnnunents and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET foe Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS Il S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
MN S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine:modern hotel is now open under.navi
management, for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at:reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs,Xentadty.
 JP'
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
tiandling Freight, Machinery and,and Monroe
And liotisehold Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
bran," L. Weil Se CO
Fikrz. INSURANCE
Accident Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 7a6
_.„.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE REGISTER*
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COAL DEALERS NOT NEXT YEAR
RE ORGANIZING STRONGLY DATE CANNOT BE ARRANGED
FOR SELF-PRO- FOR THE HAGUE CON-
TECTION. FERENCE
They Have Their "Dead-Head List" lnde Postponement May Be the
For Concumers, and Also For Final nto.ult cf Present Hitch—
Coal Companies. Switzer 1.nd Causes It.
A. local retail coal dealer yesterday
said that himself and others engaging
in this htesiness were gradually get-
• ting their business on a pretty good
.1 esis. In this respect he said that
this regarded self-protecticn of the
dealers.
The dealers here have all joined the
-state coal dealers association for
Kentucky and Tennessee, which or-
s ,n maintains a her:rho:arts-a.
Foe instance if a coal mine or big
company ships into any city in these
two states a carload of coal and sells
same direct to the consumer at the
same price the company would charge
the retail coal dealer, the dealers of
that town then notify the state as-
sociation beadeparters which notifies
every coal dealer in every city of
Kentucky and Tennessee that such
and such a coal company or mine is
selling coal direct to the consumer in
such and such a town. This, coal
•company is then put on the "black
list" by every dealer of the two 'testes
and they keep a close watch against
the concern to prevent it from sell-
ing to the consumer.
Regarding local self-weeection the
retail dealers of here .have a "Dead-
head list" amongst themselves. They
meet every month and report to their
association the names of what parties
each dealer is convinced is trying to,
beat his coal bill. The mimes of the
party, amount he owes, and to whom
owed, are taken by every dealer and
put in a little printed book. Then if
any member on the "deed-head list"
comes to an agent for coal he wilb
not be sold same until he pays the
other dealer the amount be owes him.
The dealers find that their organiza-
tion is • pretty good thing, as it
makes tawny of the deadbeats come
across before they can get fuel any-
where
New Justice of Peace.
The first of next treonth Mr. Charles
Emery goes in as justice of the peace
• to succeed Squire RIchard J. Barber,
the former having been elected at the
last Novembee ebecoon for a term of
four years, the present incumbent not
being a candidate for the position. Mr.
Emery stated yesterday that he would
open his office in one of the rooms
now occupied on South Fourth street
by the street raihway company as
Oeadquarters. The car company is fix-
iteg up 406 groadway for its office
and will move around. there within
the next few days.
We have the latest in Kid Gloves,
elbow length, dressed, in black and
white, at oo.Rit 
Y, PHILLIPS & CO.
Tbe Lrut Charge.
fl..The last of next month there copses
up at Kansas City the case charging
Tom Lynn, of this city, with killing
his roornanate. Both were jockeys
on the race track and during a little
hies Lynn picked up a bludgeon of
wood and knocked the other in the
head, killing him instantly.
Do you want something nice for
• Xmas? Look at our line of Purses
—fit oo to $to oo.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Waehngton, Dec. 13.—The sose
department has been informed Oat
the effort to arrange a date for the
reassembling of The Hague confer-
ence has been suspended for the time
being, and it is now believed to be
impossible for the second conference
to meet early next year, as was once
expected.
The delay cloce not arise from any
indisposition un tLe pari 01 tla:
powers to accept the Russian emper-
er's invitation, but simply because an
important feature of the program
cannot be agreed upon until the gov-
erntnient at Switzerland has acted.
Red Cross.
That goverrnnient some time ago
issued ipvitations to the powers to
send dekghtes to a convention to
assemble at Bernie to consider an
amendment to the Red Cross corwen
tion.
The first Hague conference consid-
ered some topics pertaining to that
convention, and in addition it sug-
gested a number of kindred topics
for consideration at the next Hague
conference.
Some of the governments invited
to attend the second conference at
The Hague have made the point that
they are thus confronted with the
possibility of being obliged to twice
consider the same line of subjects re-
lating to Red Cross methods, and. it
hta. been suggested that the Swiss
government withdraw its invitations
to the independent conference at
likarne, or that Red Crose matters beI,
excluded from the second Hague con
trees.
Suspended.
The Swiss government has so far
shown no disposition to abandon its
projected conference, and the effort
to fix a date for the second Hague
conference is consequently suspended
Some indentione of a purpose on the
part of one or two of the powers to
have details of the program for the
(Inference arranged in advance by ne
gotiation are regarded here as threat
ening an indefinite postponement of
the conference.
Miss Cooley Marries.
The hIlayfitid papers announce that
January 3rd there will be married
Miss Minerva Cooley, of that city,
and Mr. Gabriel Winter, of Houston,
Texas. The nuptials occur at the
home of the bride's rnother, Mrs. S.
W .Cooley, of Mkiyfield.
Mies Cooley is a most popular and
esteemed young ',omen well known'
here selAre she formerly resided, but I
went to Mayfield twelve years ago
when the fartelly moved there. She
often visits here and is favorably at-
quaiirtd with manye,
'Mr. Winter is engaged in the cattle/
business in Texas astd quite a promi-
nent young buerness_man
A complete assortment of golf or
cashmere silk-lined or mercerised
Gloves
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Silver Reception.
The evening of December 21st,
Rev. and Mr,. E. B. Ramsey. of
Xemphis, will celebrate the twenty-
fth anniversary of their mnrriasre
-with a reception at their home in the
• Bluff City.
Rstlany invitations have been re-
ceived by friende in Paducah where
the beloved couple resided for many
years, Dr. Ramsey at that time be-
ing pastor of the Broadway Metho-
diet church where he preached the
Sunday of conference week last
month.
-Robert Williams, of Greenville,
Tenn., hearing the sheriff was about
to arrest him' for wife-beating, barri-
caded his home and defied the sheriff
and his men to enter. Following a
ight, in which more than too shots
were exchanged, William% was mete-
tally w needed .
IENICED' ON 'EM
CONFERENCE AT ONE TIME
HAD LICENSE FIXED
AT Ssoo.
After Everything Others Wanted
Had Gone Through, the License
Question Was Dropped.
I" ITS HIGH TIME"
Alderman William T. Miller yester-
day stated that at one time during
the conference last week in Lexington
of second class city representatives
that the Paducah debegation had suc-
cessfully paseed a resolution to re-
quest the state legislature to raise the
licens of saloonkeepers to $500 per
year, but that before the conference
was over the balance of the delegatei
there "renigecr on the proposition
through efforts of M. Klair, who
represents Lexington in the state
senate and is a sabooniceeper himself.,
. The Paducah legislative authorities)
voted here enanimously instructing
their delegation to Lexington to urge
that the conference members all ask
the legislature to put the saloon
cense at $1,soct per year. After they,
got to Lexington though, Mayor'
Veiser, without any authority, asked
tile other parties at the gathering to
enaction ;son being placed as dile sa-
loon license. The Lexington, New-
port -and Covington delegates all
agreed to this and- it was decided on
but the next day Senator Klair in-
Lamed the conferees that there was
a certarn-Withkey ehment in the kg-
islature that if the saloon license was
raised to $t,soo per year they would
be able to block final‘passage of the
amendments the second claw; cities
wanted to the charter .governing
those municipalities. Rather than
endanger enactment of the desired
amendments decided on for presenta-
tion the legislature, the conference
delegates dropped the high license
proposit joie
It looks as if Covington, New Port
and Lexington agreed to this high
licence in order to get the Paducah-
aims to vote during the conference for
alb the amendments those cities
wanted, then after that was gotten
the high license question was shelved.
You could not find anything nicer
than a Keiser Collar for Xmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
Gov. .Beckham has offered a reward
o4 $ew for the arrest and conviction
of Nice. Jerry and Green Noble, said
. to be implicated in the killing of
Grant 1Holiday. a deputy sheriff, in
Breathitt county.
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will beat workifor you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BANK,
a. r —227--
Broadway,
1K,
Sped-al Sale
On Wall Paper.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
ENTERTAINMENT
GLEE CLUB GIVES CHARM-
ING AFFAIR THIS
EVENING.
Err.-
Have Prepared An Excellent Pro-
gramme Which Will Be Rendered
at Washington Building.
Important Changes of Time of South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. 1, now leaving Louisville
7:4o a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 p.
No. 23, now leaving Louisville
7:25 p. m., will depart at 7:15 P•
No. 24, now leaving Lexington
6 p. m., will depart at 5:40 p. m.
No. 2, taow leaving LexingtonThe Glee Club of the. Paddcah tn., will depart at 5 p m.High school wile give their initial 3 ij.4% f:respondsng changes willconcert in the auditorium of the 
made at local stations and passen-Washington building, Thursday even-
g. gees intending to use these trainsing December 14, commencing
at 1111.0Uki consult ticket agents for com-
o'clockThe club is composevi of the best plete information,
musical talent of the school and will C. H. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
be assisted by the high school or- 1.--
chestra.
The small suns of to cents will be
charged to create a fund for the club.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
The following is the programme:
March—"Yankee Grit" (Holyrnann)
Orrhestra.
Chorus—"Nazareth" (Gounod)—
Glee Club.
Vocal Solo—"Dearie"—Hallene
Vanity. •
Romance—"Poppies" (Moret)—Or-
chestra.
Quartette—"Sweet aost Low"
(Barnby) Nelia Hatfield., Vera John-
ston, Salem Cope, Will Henueberger.
Piano Duo—Minuet (Paderewski)
—Caroline Mann, Ella Wilhelm.
Vocal Solo—"In Sweet Loveland'
(Solrnan)--Nelia Hatfield.
Miedley WIaltz—"The Old Apple-
Tree"—Orchestra.
Vocal Duett—"Violette"—Mildired
and Lucyette 'Soule.
Quartette—"Aunt Dineh's Quilting-
Party"—Nelia Hatfield, Vera Johns-
ton, Salem Cope, Will Henneberger„
March—"Polly Prim" (Henry)—
Orchestra.
Vocal Solie—"Stmset" (D. Buck)—
Caroline Hamm.
Chonts—"Padocah High School"—
Glee Club.
Two-Step — ''The Half-Backs"
(Marquette)--Orcheetra
A special value and selection of
back and side combe is now offered
to you for your Xmas selections.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Fred A. Busse will probable be Chi
cagree next postmaster. Mr. Busse
is the choice of both Senators Hop-
kins and Caere, who have united in
his recommendation to President
RooseveW that he be appoioted to
succeed Postmaster Coyne.
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
The Annual Election of Officers Held
Last Evening.
Last evening at the meeting of the
McCracken County Medical society
with Dr. Delia Crildevell, at her home
on Broadway between Seventh and
Nineh street, the annual election of
officers was held whiclis resulted in
the following being chosen: Dr. C.
H. Brothers, president; Dr. P. V.
,Kimbrough, vice president; Dr. J. T.
Reddicic, secretary; Dr. Debit Odd-
at
at
rn.
at
m.
at
at
be
oiiiay upening.
SEE OUR LINE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE 15TH.
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE L L•
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPE).
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SU:II OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN 11.0
RAL DEMONS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?EN
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY *4c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, too sic, 2oc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
1)&ditiblts IN OsiL.Li ANL-1.10f CUNate.V.I.ABLii Cen.-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDEgS -TO MATCH. ALL
COLIPRS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPIEMLSE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST Dl-
SIOf ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINZ
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TAGKII,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAIRMRS. .ALL AND SEE OUR- NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CtIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C.11E
Corner Ircrat Kentucky Ave.
 4
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, Klb
& CO.
USE KEVIL'S
aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM asc TO Sas co
ALVEY & LIST,
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
STAND.
well, treasurer; Dr. J. C. Brook,.
censor: Dr. Z. C. Holland, delegate
to the state convention.
The local organization has a mem-
bership of forty-ehrese which includes
all the physicians and specialists of
the city and county, and its financial
condition is strong, ae the trcasurer j
reported. Their next meeting will I
be held two weeks from last evening.
APPOINTMENT OF SENATOR
To Succeed Late John H. Mitchell
—Is a Democrat.
'Portland. Ore., Dec. 13.—A dis-
patch to the Oregonian from Salem,
Ore., says: Gov. Chamberlain will to
day appoint a United States senator
to succeed the eate John H. Mitchell,
arid it is certain that the appointee
will be John F. Gearint of Portland.
Though the appointment has not
yet been formally announced, expres-
sione the governor has made in die-
cuseieg the situation with friends
show beyond question that unless
something should happen in the next
twelve hours, to make the 'selection
imporesible, Gearin will receive the
l
honor so earnestly sought by many
prominent democrat,. The gayer. -
nor's appointee will be the first demo
tratic senator that Oregon has had
since 1-7.-R 2
The beef trust cases are on trial
in Chicago. They are exciting much
interest .
Nothing nicer than a pretty Fur
for Xmas—Sa co to $30 oo
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO..
BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
001001306 Broadway Phones Office 385—Residence 1696
e.
Iis' the, Buffet 40107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETW. C. Gray, Proprietor.FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for as cent..
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
EFT,ATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH 1REAL ESTATio. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM& EAril
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. wastem
cutruc:KYRsta&srrias JOURNAL AND PRJOI Lirr
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR I.T.
wok,* rTirlfOSX vailvosh. Sea
'14 oir
dna
75 feet
with fall
the mile
St. Louis has the promise at so
early day of a power canal *filch
o will prove a peat commercial bene-
t. The,echeme is. to build a canal
from St Albans, on the Miasouri
river, to Glencoe, on the Mera-
•
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The Powers won't haveoto pull
 any
-'tail feathers from Turkey, 
The sul-
tan has virtually actepted,' or 
agreed
to comply with the demands rek
ative
to the finances of Macedonia. 
Thus
passes another war cloud which w
as
never as large as a man's hand.
The revolutionary element in Rus-
sia is wearing itself out apparently.
The idea now exists there and else-
where that Witte will win his fight
both against the opposers of a freer
government and disturbing elements
among the stribers and their aesoci
-
:rtes. The cables from the distnthed
centers tell of a brighter outlook fo
r
peace.
The trouble between Ryan and
Harriman over the purchase of the
Equitablo stock clearly grew entirely
out of the desire of Harriman to
elute in the "spoils." Ryan saw he
had • good thing and he wouldn't
)et Harriman in on the ground floor,
and over this they fell out. This ii
all there was to the difference be-
tween the two, and Ryan didn't warn
to tell it to the investigatieg com-
mittee. for fear, unquestionably, that
it would Show him up in the light :of
being greedy as to the good thing
he bad in hand.
iBoarton is still dkrtliabk democratic
city, iodising from the; returns of the
election held in that Tuesday,
when a mayor wes chosen airemg
other officers. Ex-Congressman John
F. Fitzgerald, /Democrat, was elected
executive over Louis A. Frothingham,
Republican, by a majority of some-
thing like goo°. Two sniprising facts
connect therre.selses whiti this contest,
viz: In republican Massachusetts
Boston remains firmly democratis
and in prohibition Massachusetts the
Metropolis of the state votes largely
for the license of saloons, this lat-
ter question being the leading issue
of the campaign. Etection results
often develop strange condiSon, 
as
the result mentioned indicates
Some papers are commenting Imola
the rapid way in ;which the Chntse
punished those miscreants who br
ut-
ally killed etveral missionaries 
at
Licsichow in October, bottling the in
-
cident up to this country as an evi-
dence of civiliaztion on the part of
China The-se pipers forget that a
connisseirm representing the United
States .was present in Lienchow de-
Glencoe is reached. The 'banal 
in
width, -depth and flow will resetnb
let
the great Chicago . drainage 
canal
and the flow of water is estimated
 at
6,000 cubic feet Per second. 
The de-
scent of the ater at Gle
ncoe will
be into a turbine which i
iJ move
a plant that will generate 7,500
 horse
power, or three enough to 
move all
the industries, cars, etc., in S
t. Louis
and the two little cities so 
closely al-
lied to the project. It is announce
d
that it is eiperted to begin 
the cut-
ting of the honei in ninety d
ays and
that a company with 
$3,5oo,-
000 is back of the 
scheme,
though this amount 
will be
doubled if found insufficient. 
Tlite
canal is being fotl by 
residents
of St. Louis thou0r4ge grea
t Wlest-
inghouse corporation is inte
rested'.
The goveripnent some time 
since by
an act of congress granted 
a charter
for this canal. ••
PLACING TIMBERS
WCRKMEN RUSHING
• AT LANGSTAFF
'S NEW
SAWMILL
THINGS
Mr. 3. B. E
th,erington Heie On
Business Regarding W
oodwork-
ing Plant—Other New
s.
The contractor's men 
have com-
menced putting up the 
timbers for
the new sawmill being 
erected at
the Langstaff-Orm plant o
n Second
and Adams streets. The 
foundation
has been completed and 
frame part
now going on top of that, but 
Con-
tractor Wilham Lockwood 
cannot
conmkte the entire mill until 
some
time during next February, if
 by
then, as it is a big structure and 
a
tedious task. 2-
Capitalist Here
ijiLMr. J. B. E riugt on, an East-
ern capitalisS is i tfte city for a '
sev
eral days' stay to k over the fie
ld
regarding establishment there of a
plant of a woodworking nature. It
is not given out for publication the
exact nature of his business, or
where he is from, but he is favor-
thin impressed with the city andlie-
heves that he will combine with Mr.
J. B. Holbrook, who wants to, to-
cate here a mill to mernifaotore
skewers. Nothing definite- has been.
accompl either plant, but
the local 
with 
fiete will invest with
the outsider
Deed Executed.
There yeeterday was rxecuted the
deed by Edward G". McFadden and
wife, of Sits 4....onis, whereby they
transfer the cdrner lot off the Jack
Lawson propertii, at Seventh and
Broadway, to Dr. Martnaduke Dilion
of New Orleans, for Stoop°. The
mincihaser is a nephew of Dr. D. G.
Murrell, who invade the deal. Dr.
Dillon does not know yet what he
will build cm the strip of ground,
which is one df the mina valuable
pieces "n the city.
Manager of Columbia.
Mr. Samuel Edwards has taken
the position of manager of the Co-
lumbia at Fifth and Broadway. He
managed the establishment while it
was conducted by the Leigh-Ed-
wards company, but was sold to Mr.
I'. E. Stutz some months ago.
--
-
Bought Machinery.
The Pulaski County Mill and Ele-
vator company of Grand Chain,
'has bought the machinery of the
Three Rivers Flom Mill company
that did business up until three years
ago in the First and Washington
street building now occupied by the
Smiths-its Peanut composy. The ma
chmery has been idle, but will be
shipped to Grand Chain and used by
the purchaeers.
1
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Buys a double or single
breasted Black Suit worth
10 1 . 0
wises voacarry A sitAella LEADER Bu
ndle
Your friends know you pay 
1.
For your clothes. GRAIN
PO/LRAM PRICED CLOTHIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAH. Y.
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PRUDENTIAL TOO
SENATOR AND PRESIDEN
T
DRYDEN TALKS OF HIS
COMPANY.
.Made Political Contributions, Paid
Big Legal Fees, Salaries, Etc.,
At Policyboldscs Expense.
New 1/nrk, Dec. us—Contributions
aggregating Satiaaoo were made to the
Reptiolican national committee in
18g6, tow and Irma by the Pthidential
Life Insurance company of America,
according to a statement read by
Counsel Hughes before the legislative
innvestigating committee today. The
statement was read te Mr. Ifughee
during the ex‘Hainatior t3rfit4Sinator
dent a the assurance company. 7. ,
John F. Dryden 'o1Ikt eir'i •
Senator Dryden testified Ohat,
IRO the Prudential expended $15.80o
for the legislative expenses. Of this
sum $300 was paid to Andrew
ton, who previously had been men
-
tioned during the invessigatiost, io con-
nection with the legal eaperne Of :the
New York Life Inference company.
M. Dryden said, in answer to a
question, that no money was paid by
the Prudential to Andrew C. Field
s,
the Motual Life Insurance compa
ny's
agent who maintained 'a house at Al
-
bany.
Senator Dryden said he has bee
n
president of the Prudential for tw
en-
ty-four years. He first because 
con-
nected with insurance in 1865. Il
e
studied industrial insurance in Grea
t
Britian. In 1872 he was secretary 
of
en organization which was for
ming
the Widows and Orphans' Fri
endly
it Society of 
New Jersey, which was
organized in 1875, and afterwards 
be-
'came the Pructental. 'The Prude
ntial's
;capital stock is now $2,000a00. kVit-
'nese said it was organized as a 
stock
I compnay pure and simple, and 
it
surplus was regarded as belong
ing to
the company.
United States Senator D
ryden,
president of the Prudential Ins
urance
company, testifying before the 
legis-
lative investigating corrimittee 
Tues-
day said that in lona Thos. N. 
Mc-
Carter, then attorney-general 
of the
state of New ferny. was paid $y,
500 by the Pindential for l
egal we-
I vices. Senator ;Dryden e
xplained that
manding that the murderers -be ar- 
Seulptor cruiseppe is dead, and the eider the l
aws of New Jersey a pub.-
colossal Victor Frrannel monument ;lie official 
of that state is at liberty
rested and punished and that they re- in Rome is 4ar '.froina complete& to engage i
n private business while
fuseot to leave uatil this, waa done. 'Petrified megatornania,” his uenties
 • holding office.
It is not therefore cgrtaas bet that have caMed it. I
t wili probably be The Actuar
y's Tsib.
some innocent Chinese paid the 'death 
11491ed by G. Kocit, Ike eon of a Joh
n K. Gore, acanary of the P
ru
penalty just that the demands of the Peitafriulaan: 
painter, hntian out-and-out dentiol Insur
ance Company of Amer
,.vias first called to the witnes
s
might be satisfied. 
ica 
h l'f t' today.
is ridiculous to talk of anything Senator Tillman
 Lays the high salar- He subnitted a state
etch as civilization coming fro
m ies paid to the tenet employee by the &Me paid on 
induistria) in4u.rance by
China of the cha
racter a ti . go
vernment is !dealing and graft. his company. 
It showe3.4' the pay-
The president fixes the pay. I rent in tow of $93,non o
f 'addition-
fal benefits," payable ha case of death
It has been discovered throegli a of the insured five 
years after the is-
eenstri just taken that 'Kerlin has a sue of the policy.
pop:dation which makes the place thel The total indus
erial death -claims
second largest in Europe. 191'.-os nunimpaid in toa4 were $8,637,00
0 and the
her of inhabitants of the place is 'cash dividends credited 
to policy-
placed at .two and three-quart.er intl1iolders in the industri
al department
on. ' in tom amounted to $551,000.
mac river, a distance of eight 4miles 
• 
and with a fall of forty feet, ttiotioi When de
bating what to give, look
eetinns You will ' 
An Umbrella for Xmas. A special
A fall of but one foot to tIo mils °"r 
Xmas
"gg •
to be accepted anti! Glencoe it 
surely find something you went 
showing at lh.00 each
reached, when a M 'Sins fall will be
utilized. The survey of the route ol
the canal has been completed. and the
estimates, of the engineers made,
These estimates provide for a basin'',
wide, aS Seep and
of one 'foot tro, itinterdlear early and favorable cons
ider to.be "pointed runsic." The, la
pporter
until the terminus at *UM,: 
was finest $25o
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
petition from former Queen Lili
uolcalani asking for the payment of
Sitiiipo,coo to her Was. presented. on
Team:fay tn tb, senate hy Vice Presi-
dent Fairbanks. The petition was Sc
cOutpartied by art antoorapir letter re-
of divi-
RUDY, PAILLIPS & CO.
The cocaine habit is increaaing to
an alarming rate at Calcutta, in spite
of the endeavor to suppreas it. Two
tins of the drug were recently' found
in a packiage imported frolp0Ingland,
the conteitts of *link were 'declared
1,
NAMES OFFICERS
THE ANNUAL ELECTI
ON OF
EPWORTH LEAGUE LAST
EVENING.
Willing Workers Meet This After
-
noon With Mrs. Wm. Bourquin
—Prof. Lane Left_
Last evening at the Broadw
ay
Methmaist church the Epw
arth
League held its anemia ele
ction of
officers, selecting the following
 to
serve during the ensuing terns: 
Mr.
Julian, president; Miss Susie M
or-
ton, first vice president; Men. jn
U. Robinson,' second vice pre
sident;
j.jisa Virginia Newell, third rice pres
• ; John U. Robinson, 
secretary;
1-4(tLe 31104‘ 
TreSsarefr; Master
yard Newell, subscription a g e
.n t
for the Epworth Era; Miss Edn
a
Eades, pianist.
Willing Workers.
This afternoon the Willing 'Work-
ers of the Evangelical church 
will
meet with Mrs. William Bourquin,
at her' home, 423 South Fifth stree
t.
Professor Lett
Professor Lane, of Georgia, wh
o
gave the Sumorist entertainment 
on
Tuesday night at Trimble st
reet
Methodist chureh, left for Carrsvi
lle,
Livingston county, where last 
even-
ing he gave a similar affair. Ret
urn
ing through here today he Ryl
es to
Arlington, Ky., to give an enterta
in-
ment this evening.
Excellent Lecture.
Rev. Robert M. Hopkins, of Lo
u-
isville, gave the last of his se
ries of
highly interesting stereopticon e
nter-
tainments last evening at the 
Tenth
street Christian church The 
house
was filled with people and his 
ac-
companying lecture was very en
ter-
taining and instructive.
He left trtli morning at 1:4
0
o'clock for his home in the Fai
ls
City, after having spent two we
eks
in this old of the state prosec
uting
evangelistic work for the State Sun-
day School Association.
Have you seen our Line of Silk
theatre or coat suit Scarfs at lt so
and liki_so for Xmas?
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO
SOCIAL CALENDAR •
Dr: J Louis Griffin and Miss Pow-
ell Marry This Month.
December nth at the home of s
he
bride, Miss Elizabeth Powell, of
Princeton, and Dr. J. Lbuisi Griffin,
of Gainesville, Tex., will be united
in marriage. The bride is a sister
of. Dr. 0. 13. Powell, of the denta
l
parlori here, while Dr. Griffin 
wait
'formerly of this city, but went to
Princeton sfoar years ago, and then
to Texts to locate.
The Datiglitcr. C.,riferierary
are preparing to celebrate the arini-
vemery of the birth of General Rob-
ert E. Lee, January :nth..
At 2:30 O'clock the afternoon of
December Atli, Miss Edna, daugh-
ter of M. and Mrs. William Clark,
entertain* at their home on Fifth
and Harrison street..
Miss Blanche Hill entettoissed the
Rowe Notta•etab yesterdays afternoon
at her house cat: *seek Nbeb street.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS
( •
. . . FROM . . . -
Rudy, pbiitips & Co.
FOR THE
Silk Waists
Handsome Furs
Tailored Suits
Coats.
Skirts
Fancy Neckwear.
Laces and Lace Robes.
Veils
Haadkerchiefs
Ribbons
Kid Gloves.
Brooch Pins.
Stick Pins
Neck Combs.
Leather Babe:
'Manuicurber Sea.
Table Seta.
Shoes
Foot Warmers.
Fans
Silk Se,rfs
Rain Costs
Lace Curtains
Gloves.
WOMEN FOLKS
Mawr
FOR THE
. ,
Fancy 'Hosiery
P,tent Leather Shoes
Linen Handkerchiefs
Urr br ell:- s
Cuff Buttnns
Slippers
Coats
Shoes.
Ribbons
H rne
Numerous
Toilet Sets
Fancy Mounted Combs
Necktie's.
Purees
Feather Boas.
Fancy Combs.
Art Needlework
Sterling Silver Scissors
Dtess Goods.
Silks
Fancy Hosiery
Underwear.
Umbrellas
Millinery
Kin:ion s
Fine Lines
$ide Comb.
Slippers
Fancy Bath Robes
Fame!, H-ndkerchi•f.
Silk Stride
Pretty RarsIP
Opera Bees
Evening Gloves
MN Pr.h.L.KS
Leather Slippers
Cu'! Ble-tons
FOR THE BOY.
Handkerch'efs
Und-rwear
Shoes..
I-tr
Hentikerchiefs
FOR Tlit• GIRL
raresses
Slippers
Gloves
H-ndkerchiefs
other things to please their fancy.
BRIG THE LITTLE ONES DOWN 
TO SEE SANTA CLAUS.
WHO WILL WELCOME THEM ALL IN 
OUR STORE DECEM
BER z8 TO 24. 4 TO 6 O'CLOCK
To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty
USE NADINE FACE POWDER
5.
om-
fr
THE NADINOLA
C.1RL
In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compound-
ed and purified h ya newly discovered
process. Produces a beautiful, soft
velvet appearance, which remains un-
til weighed off. Ladies Who use Na-
dine Face Powder in green boxes
are sere the complexion will be fresh
and lovely at close of the evening.
The quality is unequaled. Buy
one so cent package and if you ale
not entirety satisfied notify tia, and
we will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading driaggists, or mail
Price so cents. White, Flesh, Pink,
Brunett
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Parls,Tenn.
Sold in Paducah. by all Leading
druggists.
The sew mills' of the McCloud
River Luniber company near Read-
ing, Cal., closed for the winter re-
cently after making what is consid-
ered a record season's. cut, 78,000,0
00
feet. •
About 6,000 drunkards are admitted
to Pentonsillle prison, Lo
ndon, every
year, says thi usedical offic
er.
Henry R. Shoat, assistant secretary
and treasurer of the Tennessee Coat
and iron company, was fourail dead
in hie fied at his home in Stnattraeg.
N. Y. Death was the to heart !is-
ease
The real' nandi'of the fasioua oprr
atic tenor, Max Alvary, was Aelicr,
back
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,argest Stock Lowest /slices
Pailucah's Only Exduijve Furniture Dealers
.11111~011.1••••••••./..Mer
. • -
Satisfaction Goarafiteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
SALES if.00MS 6 207 2 3 SOUTH THIRD STREET
NOTHMG DOMG
POLICE HAVE MA,bE NO AR-
KT'S SINCE TUESDAY
NIGHT.
,Chief Collins Changed Two of the
Districts of Patrolmen Yester-
day-Other Notes,
• The police yester&sy kand fast
oinght fount it quite dull their line
PS not an arrest had in
-over thirty hours, upolheitit ea y this
aisortving. 3 o'clock.
• Chief James Colliirts stated rester:
day that business in their department
has never been so dull as it has been
sine. the -.cold weather apemen up
several months ago. It ie rometihing
nueetral for a day to go by without
arrests, big in numerous instances
encenedY 115 many as three and four
BOOM PHONES 72
MORE INDICTED
BATCH OF THREE BROI)GHT
IN BY THE GRAND JURY
YESTERDAY.
Judge Reed Yesterday Set the Day
Upon Which Many Cases Are to
Be Tried By Him.
Yesterday the grand jury in the
court brought in three indict-
melee
• One was against Eva-johneon and
Adgline Morton, neosesoca, Who are
abeirged with robbing John Rudolph,
white, of $ae out about_ Nintli and
Washington streets one night some
week sago. The dee against the for
luso was set for trial today and Law-
yer J. S. Ross selected by uhe court
to defend her.
' 011ie Hughes woo indicted on the
days have gone by without but one c
harge of stealing an overcoat from
or two catc-bes. The kileice thlidts 1 A B. Ghost. T
his awarte was set
l
this. a good indication that evefy- d
own or trial today.
body •is on their good behavior. An
 indictment was brought in
•
charging Will Stall, colored, with
015oses steal
ing two cows belonging to BudShifted.
Patrolman Moore Churchnill, who Elrod, whit
e, down in the county.
has been wonkink -from noon mete Elrod is a farmer and coming 
to
town brought two cows which he
midnight oneine` Vourt street beat
with Officer Emile Courieua. has se
nt home by Stall, who was employ
been transferred to the watch hem e-d the o
ther. Steil chi. net show
midnight to noon and up fo
r several days and when foundput at me
Union depot bemt mit% patrolman ebonted he lost 
the cows. It is
James Clark -as partner. (Micer A:- charS'ed that he sold them.
bert Semen% of the depot district, Cases Set" for Trial.has been transferred to tneart street The court set for the Lath day of
to work with Gourieux. the terns the case charging Wilt'
Look through our suit department
Flint, the candymaker, with striking
the other candymalcer Ed Evans,
and select sonsething servicable for -with an iron rod at Stutz's candy
factory, daring a‘ fight.
There was also set for the lath
day °the indictment charging Hesviett
'MISS ALICE ROOSEVELT Jones with staining a bicycle and
IS TO WED SOON. trading it to another.
For one loth day, which is today,
Will Bo Wirried hi Feburary to ReP- there %%a* set rho bill faccusing Wel-
tenant:dire Lcogworth. ter Con of shooting L:&Barry, co/-
need, near the Houser saioots on
North Tenth street.
For the tjth day there was wet the
indictment charging Bob Hickman,
&nee Bob Mahaffey, with stealing a
cow belonging the Dairyman amide
Russell, who lives ow miles from
this city on the Cairo road. lutely no excuse unless the•nytetin. Ls
in# state of 111 health or hisA'rearhed•
Civil Proceedings. the 100 mark age. While dancing and
The court made a few orders yes- physical culture may not be within the
lerday on die civil side of the docket possibilities there Is alwayg,within
while the Jurors were busy with the the "man herself a fair claw" of
Loving case, correcting such a hideously unbecom-
Tne defendant filed a bill of evi ing habit. With the 
head OM& and
denim and exceptitms in the esst of back, the chest u
p high and the hips
the Farmers' bank of Kut ,a hack she will h
ave the regal pose of
arainst Clarence 0. Brown • and a sel
f-respecting soul.
THE GRACEFUL WOMAN.04,4.
Necessary to Have Rhythm of Move-
ment-The Dance Earnestly Rec-
ommended for Obtaining Grace.
It Is not enough that a woman
should be well and strong; to be
charming aud beautiful she must have
rythm of movement, says Mine. Qui
Viva in the Chicago Record-Herald,
must know how to walk about, how to
stand, how to move with elegaace and
harmonious poise.,
Dancing teachiiii grace and elegance
and develops these finer physical qual-
ities, as athletic exercise develops the
physique sled topes the muscular for-
mations. it is the finishing touch.
The meet awkward and ungainly
woman can be transformed into a de-
the brain 
etrotaaturer-blftee 
ideas 
has poLD DAys AND BAD wEATHER 0ALL FoR THouGHTs oF
of her dancing master and to follow U
his instructions. Bring to your mind
the mental pictures of a figureless wo-
man whose poses are about as sylph-
mother's Xmas present
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
Washington. Dec. i3.-In a few
days a formal anflowscoment of the
engagement of Ms Alice Roosevelt,
daulibter of the president. and Repre-
sentative Nichols, Longworth will be
made at the White Nouse The wed-
ding well tape place in February, ac-
e ording to fireerat plans
That Miss Roost vek and Mr.
Longweeth are betrothed does not
surprise society tsere, for the young
Ohio represeetative‘ has been pressing
his suit perantentlee for more than a
year, and premature reports of heir
engagement have be 'n circulgtect re-
peatedly. Bert there is' no (knife a it
now, and as stated, the official an-
nouncement veil soon he made.
Mr._ Longworth comes from -an old
'Cincinnati family, and es thirty-six
years old. Miss Roosevelt is thirteen
or fourteen years his junior.
A pretty drese would be a winething
r cc for sister's Xmas present.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
RAILROAD RATE
LEGISLATI
-
To Be Allowed to Rest Until Af.wr
the Holidays
.N.
Washington. Dec. 13.-Railroad
rate legielation will be allowed to
rest until after tge Christmas holi-
days. 111otribers of the house corn-
mit.te on interstate and foreign
commerce have Agreed to take up
and dispose of +ewe important meas-
ures than those affecting rates be-
fore the recce°.
In the senate also there it a die-
position to *t 'a4e legislation slum-
ber for the time being. It is likely
that several additional railway- rate
bills vrill be introduced in boob bod-
ies before the committees are ready
te take up the subject. On account
of the great number of -bills intro-
duced in the house the government.,
printing office s behind in it, work
and as yet the etommittee of the
house and senate have not been able
to get copies of all the rate meas-
ures presented.
'Mr. Herbert Putnam, librarian of
congress, shows in his annual report
that the ocmgretteirmat library con-
tains 1.344,618 hooks, 82,744 man'
and charts, 183,724 artistic prints and
410.355 pieces of emetic In the law
department of the library there are
It0478 vottitttell. Then Merruscripts,
a very vidnable colleetion, have not
yet been- enumerated.
Ferenec Congressman John F. riot-
literal& Democrat, was Tbeeday etect-
ed mayor of Boston by plurality of
18.380 over -Lottist 'A. Proetingokaria_
Repabhcan,
Moses Bloom, wherein pairuiff got i
judgment againstodefendants for mon i
ey borrowed of the bank. 
I 
Defend-
antswoe are taking an appeal.
L. The plaintiff filed its bill of evi-
dence and exteptions in suppnrt of
the filiation for a new trial of the suit
of Leigh against the Citizen,' Sav-
ings bank. Plaintiff is appealing the
action which is a snit in which the
plaintiff claims that defendant 'hae
been paid money she borrowed, but
will not cancel the mortgage they
holt) on ever property. Defendant
won the action on trial.
Pure Silk Hose
-something always
wanted by a woman. Ow- line at
oo or So.00 cannot be equalled
any place.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO
TRjfaTHEM ALL AT ONE TIME
Rot Separate Trials,
Abandon Idea.
Chicago, Dec. 13.—In the cases
against the packers in the United
States court yesterday, the attorney*
for the defendants demanded for their
clients separate trial in each case. Dii.-
kt Attorney Morrison. objected.
Attorney- 104er spoke at length on
the righk of the defendants to separ-
ate trial, and was finally interrupted
by Judge Humphrey, who asksed,i
"In the east of two postoffice burg-
lars we would require them to stand
trial together, "MUM we not?"
"Yes, Your Honor," replied Mr.
Other attorneys for the packrrs
trade lengthy arguments for separ-
ate trials. and District Attorney Mor-
rison objected for the government
The debate, final'? subsided into a
conference, and it was agreed' that
all the nefendante- woukt stand trial
together, the diefense announcing that
it had no desire to prolong the. trial
indefinitely. It was also agreed that
both sides shim* have seventeen
peremptory challenges for jurors.
CWiter challenges may be mi de for
APPLES FOR COMPLEXION.
The More Fruit We Add to Dietary
the Clearer Brains and Clearer
• Skin We Have.
Nothing in all our varied and fag-
einating range of fruits holds quite the
quality of the apple. A ripe raw apple
at its beat is digested in 116 minutes,
and the walk acid which gives it its
distinctive character stimulates the
liver, assists digestion and neutralizes
much noxious matter which, if not
eliminated, produces eruptions of the
skin.
"Apples do not satisfy like pota-
toes," complain people to whom they
have been recommended as food.
As a matter Of fact the starch of the
potato added to the surplus of starch
we are always eating makes that vege-
table a thoroughly undesirable stand-
by.
The more fruit we add to our diet-
ary, the clearer brains and skin we are
likely to have.
"An apple a day keeps the doctor
away." So runs the old adage, and
certainly a plentiful use of them will
save many a dose of nauseous medi-
cine.
An apple eaten before breakfast te
said to have a beneficial effect on the
complexion, and for those subject to
biliousness it is worth a trial
In a roasted state apples are re.
markably wholesome, and It is -aid
strengthening to a weak stomach. In
malignant fevers, when used with the
Nice of lemons and etirran:2, they are
considered highly efficacious. .
We are told that apples are to be
very plentiful this season, BO we nad
'art* be preeared with rl-nty of good
recipes for tieing them. There are for-
tunately many ways of using this val-
uable appetizing and health-giving
food.
LEARN TO DANCE.
Itke as thaw of a telegraph pole, and
compare her with a fascinating tieing
who is the embodiment of perfect mar-
teeny of movement, whose ire!! ins
skirts never become tangled with usr
slippers, who nom like a cloud, moves
with the delicacy of a flower In the
wind, and whose every pose Is petfee-
tion and elegance. What is your
thought then! That the two women
can scarcely belong to the same aex.
There Is nothing that takes away
the beautiful womanly charm like a
plodding, stooped, awkward litrriage,
and for this affliction there Is abso-
II very
cause. alabanda out or a very skalds sift
according to the mums of the b.i
An Afternoon Wedding.
An attornosa wedding is followed by
reception, at which the guests are
served teem a large table in the.dith-
tri ream The menu may be 
• .1.04.71,0•1110.
•
-We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday di
splay of Silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in 
and ace for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods 
are all new,
fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to show Our goods. 
Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeaeler, 428B'way, opp. 
Palmer House.
SHOES
-'"111•11
OLD JACK FROST WILL BE GETTING IN HIS WORK IN 
A FEW DAYS AND HIS VISIT
PROMISES TO BE ONE OF LONG DURATION, THEREFORE IT BEH
OOVES YOU TO SEE
THAT YOUR FEET ARE WARMLY SHOD, YOUR SHOES WATE
R AND COLD PROOF, IF
YOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND-CHILDREN, AND THE BABIES, WE HAVE
 THE BEST LINES
OF SHOES THE MARKETS AFFORD.
FOR MEN, THE FLORSHEIM, THE FAMOUS W L DOUGLASS, TH
E EDWIN. CLAPP
AND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT MAKES
FOR WOMEN, WE HAVE THE BEST LINES OF
PRICES WILL BUY
FOR CHILDREN, WE HAVE THE SHOES THAT STAND THE-ROUGH US
AGE CHILDREN
PUT THEM TO AT PRICES TO SUIT
AND FOR THE BABIES WE HAVE OUR PRIDE LINES
$a 00, $3 oo AND $3.50 SHOES THOSE
Lendler & Lydon
THE PEOPLE WHO SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
Ineuts Dashleigh-1 can't think why
all the girls make such a hero of Capt
Jigger. Why, he's never smelled pow
der.
_ Maj. Juggins-Oh, I don't know. He's
been out in the conservatory with Wm
Puffer for ap hour this evening.-
Cite'elancl Leader.
Green, Indeed.
4. Jimmy-What made Sneaks give in
der pickpocket profession?
Billy-Why, de gang klelded.htta at
much. He actually thought a man no
turning from his summer vacation hat
money and tackled him.-Chicagt
Daily News.
She Laughed.
Geerite--Yon nre net rolling on 1.11st
Samba,' any more, eh':
Jrs-k-No, I rot disgusted. She has
such a coarse laugh.
George-I never noticed that.
Jack-You would if you'd been with
in hearing when I proposed -to her.-
N. Y. Weekly.
Sour.
Edwin-No, they never get on, now
that they are married, and yet they
. 
courted under the ehade of the old
apple tree.
Katherine-Indeed! Well, lt. must THE
been been a crabapple tree.-Cilicagt
Daily News,
(lye
Wan
Jewelry Store
display windows for SPECIAL sale of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
Toys and
Holiday
The Unsatisned Animal.
Ifpn wants but 'title here Dew.,
As you have heard ta.fore.
But whey& he ge., th1/41 little. he
NVIII ittnt a littje mire.
—Puck
Ir. NOT, WITT NOT?
"You surely are Joking whEn yot
say you 1nterin to be married in that
riding habit?"
"Wny not? A ,nding habit is e
bridal dress is it notn-PbPadelphla
Press,
Nothing Importar.t.
"now do yell knot- ,errc,
Impertn,..i. in 
ter!" said sho "Yon haven't real it.
"No," answered he. "But I 'lama*
Over your shoulder and sale there was
no posteeript."-Washiegton: Star
Wouldn't Say 
Stocking.The Boston &moot was execs:even
modest
"Speaking of Cooper," said she, -1 pre
same you have read his--er-bie Leath W. T. MILLER & BROTHE R
feeeesierv Talear-Lintientilla Courier 520 Broadway.
Ries
MOST VARIED ASSORT
ME?IT IN TOWN.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7111 I  Sta.n„,pehon.e.
ASK TO SEE 1HE LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY.
woo.
and look around. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and like to
show them. We can
saveyou time, money
and anxiety.
529-531 Pburth Ave.
—11
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CIGARS.
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The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. It it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting.,
tongue-bitin gtaste.„ If it is too
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.
Our cigars are kept just right
in all kinds of weather. The
reason-we watch them.
J. IL Oehlcchlaeger,
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63
EIIIIIMEMIMI1.11.111111111
HAYES
cc Delivery- relephone yen
"avirg secured the services of Mr.
hi.. would be pleased
.i.t,t 113 :cirnds arid old z.c-n-
r.r thorn the quickest act-
-- 
:1' the best dray
Seventh
and
'Broadway.
Tel. 75 
Broadtallitt6 7th and
•
•
•
•;
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect-Some of
the Causes.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds oi
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne .coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,790
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline 11
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of $
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which le to ifl
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reet.t.;:ed in the eeeuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 11006
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state
was supposed that the decline i J
ulation in interior counties
cease, that some of the form,
would be regained and that, .,
improved conditions would be retie,
in the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of live years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
lar;est decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira. heretofore one of the largest
nianufacturing towns In the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer-
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling oft in Che
niung in five years was 2,458, and In
Stsuben 1.007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
yeefs show at least very little gain.
One of these is ihrtchess, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-a
gain of 19 persona.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of which is that It includes more
rrobibition territory, taill any other
county in New York, has increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lest In population in the last five years
are Otsego. famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch - works;
Clinton. which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
includes the city of Ithaca; Greene.
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adlrondacks, Fulton
and Madison counties In the interior,
and Wayne, which increases its agri-
cultural products every year, but con
Unoes to lose steadily In population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of. counties which
are falling behind in population as
New York. that is, none of the large.
States. The explanation of these
changes is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
ests.
In five years Schenectady has
jumped from 46,0oe to /1,000 popula
Wm. Rockland frem 38.000 to 45,000.
Niagara from 74.000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184.000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of New
'York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of tile counties have fewer
inhabitants than they had 15 years
ago.
Squelased.
Many /a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
.:sympathipe eith this just triumph re-
corded in the ,London Globe.
lie wanted to read, but the man op.
posies would persist. in trying to talks
U tise train moved ewiftly along
After 'several brief rOPIlee the student
begau to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't icr• said the would-be con-
versationalist pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've heeh having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs,
"Josia," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines"
"They use ose of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irrliation.-Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What." asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-products
of the steel industry"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly &n-
itrified the student from an interior
Oblige --Chicago Daily News.
Huslian.d's Recompense.
The Comanche Indians haven law that
if a burk rune away with another's Renew
the husband is to have all his property,
and marital infraction is said to be rare
In the trig*
VI lift 1 11'11 111
The toonomical Spirit
Friend-But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for •
husband.
Widow-But he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to. do with
It?
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
of beautiful cTothes.---thicago Sun.
Personal Matter with Him.
"Grimmer s,ienta violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old When"-
icks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?" said the other. "Heat
the contratiest, mostnalfiah old wrilia
that ever lived: -Witt ono 'IS "hie
teeth aches, there's not another toilet
In his head that sympathizes /with it.
-Chicago Trib 7:0
173UALLY.
Vir •
She-I wonder what ailment the kiss-
ing germ causes. '
, He-Palpitation of the heart -Chi-
cago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A "!artng )ot,ng man named Katona
Fu.: out of bus.1d halloo";
lie fc:1 en his neck,
Exclaiming: "By Heck,
I reckon I landed too soon."
--Milwaukee Sentinel.
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-He shoots crape for money.
Mamma-My dear child! And you
lout think that's nice, do you!
Toormy-Naw, he always wins ev-
erything I got!-Cleveland Leader.
Too 2--ur.1 for Her.
Algernon-And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
clearest?
Gertrude-Oh. Affartson! Only &bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!-Chicago Daily
News. •
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her.
it struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing only
seemed lacking
"I've simply nothing to wear," 'he
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent- it doesn't seem quite right
for those men to court that young widow
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense-But this is an exceptions)
case. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.-Puck.
Appropriate. •
She-Mrs. Plushly says elre's going
to have her winter hat trimmed *id.
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well, I always said she was in
dined to be nutty in her sky-piece.-
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with his
work"
"Beautifully." answered the fathered
the gilded youth. "He never trouble
it, and It never *Penni to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who teas the man that was kick.
Ing so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He Just got off." said a passenger.
'without payinc his fare."-Detrolt
Free Press.
Everything Quiet a
Church-Everything is cutlet over to
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Clettham-Oh, yes; a man over there
has just patented a oeteeless baby car-
riage -Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors?
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been On a bust,"
answered the stays with a merry
laugh -Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Seadds says he is dying for
love of me."
"Better hurry lad marry him, then,
If lett expect his dying to no you any
good."- Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker-Jack writes for *0
Wink to buy books.
inicker-Otrikes me those college
beaky mullt be among the air beat sell-
erreo-St Y. sun.
One Good Pat
"Was hie flying machine* sums's?"
"Oh, yea; it failed to work before it
get far enough up to hurt."-Life.
ZAPOTECAN 'WEDDING
PICTURESQUE CEB.EXONIAL OF
TEHUANTEPEC INDIANS.
The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Real
Beemq-_-Brass Band a Fea-
ture of the Pro-
cession.
-
The Indians of the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepoc are s. race apart. Ethnologists
say that the beauty of the women of the
Zapotecan race, the principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
women of the Sampan islands of the Pa-
cific, says Modern Mexico,
The principal ornament of a well-
dressed Zapotecan, aside from her
rings of various sorts, is her
necklace of American gold coins.
Nothing but American gold is
sitter used. British soveredens, French,
fleseelan  anel, Amen thee _preessat_amall
perOentehe of Madeira "It
-are ell diedabeed. and LISINSSIS gold is
tleulakt at a bierh premium la deer that
It-may adore the necks otillettelles of
thristeretaleiblidW~
millIPISISPlantnned together
with gold ertrit and chains., making a
very sbowy if not beautiful ornament.
Every centavo a woman can save goes
Into her store against the time when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double elegise are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoration
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended on a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to •
famous Tehuantepec heiress and is
valued at about 0,000 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyes, of all this finery and the money
that is invested in it lies in the fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear-
is a species of invasion and uncleanli-
ness that they will not endure. The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a tropic country have
all their share of blame, but one can-
not but think that U Is most the ancient
custom that has come down from long
ago that keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people in
the world, as a race, and the long lines
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of thy isthmus of Tebuantepec, from
early. 'dawn until nightfall, attests the
fart of their irreproachable cleanliness.
A lapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the 110.110 of the
religious ceremony. After the wedding
the remarliabis -braes band, of which
eve", wales, lusts must boast at least
ous, heads the proemedon, and in their
white ntimite suits, barefooted and be-
hatted with rough sombreros, the band -
Mal Bern their rough ranks nod lead
the woddiag procession of bedollared
women and men In alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the.,
city.
The precaution makes its way to ‘he
scene of the foptivities. where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats -
and rich grimes and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has poen cov-
,ered with deep gravel, and the band ands
Its place frof which to diicourse the
music for the dance. Here ip the gravel
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance. the "iota,"
is a feature, and each vies with the other
for an opportunity to dance with the
bride. Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegrcbm, who stand in the middle of
.the circle Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn, still dancing, whirls In
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride.
and, courtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotecans down to the most
modern, are served In the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands ax
host, driking with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and inap-
prcrpriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes'on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far into
each night. And it is not an uncommon
or dismaying circumstance to recognize
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the handsome
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaea and gorgeous
sombrero.
,How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish esapti'e has been greatly
pared down in the last century, but still
the Turks ROOM rooted in Constantino-
pie. The explanation of this awkward
fact Is in a measure diplomatic and in a
measure racial. If Mtlitonekh
is paralysedim jealousies the Turks are
a strong people. Pressed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Tnrks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it A
plsople who in this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Europe
by superior force. Superior argument
will not do it. -Boston Transcript.
Couldn't Bunco Him.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to
make to you." said the youngster pro-
moter, confidently.
"Absolutely sure?" asked the *id
millionaire.
"No doubt about it."
"Then keep It yourself, my host I
should hate to take anything like that
from you It would seven like rob
bery "- Detroit Free Press.
• It Couldn't Be.
Bacon-I know an old soldier who
has lived for years with a hall in the
vicinity of his nose
Egbeq-I'll bet It Isn't a moth-ball!
' -Talkers Statesman.
 41111111111Mdfific-----
r Th• E"enallanak GINSENG IN MAINE.Tto farmer's 6oy-in the field)
-Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy-Nawthin'; but I git
get for
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
• MALL FORTUNE.
tomethiti' fur not cliggin"em. Student of a University Law School
Visitor-Indeed? What would you in Bangor, Maine, Finds a
get for not digging them?-
Farmer's Boy-Licked.-Judge.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon-I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the country with that outfit for
six years.
Egbert-Strange, isn't it?
"What's strange?"
"That the mule didn't lack at the
music."-Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It
"But alm you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
lillttitIngs, -a- -practical-moan. - -
"If you get a house and put it IS my
name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
Ued, their engagement was announced.
-Judge.
Another to Mold Him for Awhile.
"'You seem to 'be thoughtful." said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as Mach as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wowldn't be very wonder-
ful In your case."--Chicago Record-
Herald.
Seif-Defense.
lialealady--1 am resigning my poste
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashoole
ler, of the necktie counter.
Manager-Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady-Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, hewn!. -
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)-1 am fifth
vice president of the Erases Assulhutes
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!-Psels.
The Flat and the Tenement Dedned.
Lady-What is the real difference
between an apartment, a flat and a ten-
ement house?
'Janitor-In an apartment the /Adler'
don't have no children; in a Sat they
has one or two More than two neekee
any house a tenement, mum.-Judge.
Extra.
"In what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gas meter."
"Gas meter."
"What the-r"
"flo many unnecessary feed, you
know."-Cleveland Leader.
A CalIdown.
"Snonts says be would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But ha spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to hint be wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-band suit"-
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jaggier-Why does that millienare
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles-Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, When his daugh
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold sure.-
Puck
An Indorsement
"Do you regard the political future
Of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
9 have thought the matter qver and
still consider pollUcs an entirety safe
investment "-Washington Post.
THE T'YRANICAL LANDLADY.
tif
'1.27 lialf
er"f" floe
Mr Spider-What. Meth moving
again? I thought you were settled for
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth-I thought so too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me ont -Nanette City
Star.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often hears. thin on the beach,
The simile is apt and proper-
There's water—lots of It—in each.
—Life.
Thought She Had a "Nash."
Patience-it's scandsions!
Patrice-What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing errif,
yesterday, and she said ebe had a mashie
on the lithe "-Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Knicker-It's a pretty honest world.
Becker-Yes. indeed, the man who
finds fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return it to the owner. -N. Y. Sun
llysteriOus Source of
Riches.
.,If A rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
bad been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
1 dully during the last few weeks, ow-ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
I (Me.) report.
I The pione n the business is Johnr
-4
M. Thurlou h, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
_gar._ _ Last year it..Iras_ noticed_
he joined in none of the Saturday
games played by the students.
, The raison Thuriough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home in
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
I his parents, though it was noticed that
' he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays: Further research de-
veloped- the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and Suing
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $60C
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
andien access to riches, and most of
the country had something to talk
about tor a year to come. The expire-
nation made by young Thurbough was
very simple. 
.
Me had an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when he was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gel-
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
SarsanarlUs galley had gone through
the count/ years before.
By sprouting whole corn and 'ben
drying it, and grinding the grain and
Mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and cbeekerberry leaves
And sugar, and then adding yeast and
letAng the eoespoune ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Tlinrlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took Samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono. who at once
decided they were ginseng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thurlough bonded
the land lying oe 'either side of the
golly.and spent all of his spare time dig-
ging and preparing the ginseng ,root
for which there was a quirk oak at
$2.10 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revert*. tae
law student cleared up about ;10,004
last year.. ag sold his prOWiahonal
lease to a Bunion company for Sil.thY
la cash.
It isieserted that the company has due
and sold ginseng roota valued at 811.
000 the past season, and now that the
affair is no longer a secret, hundred,
of eager people are hunting Dismon'
and Newburg bills la the hope of
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unseals-
factory results.
Lineage.
Mrs. Olriblood--Do you go back to
William the Conqueror'
Mrs. Newbioed-14o, but our bay Is
a quarterbach.--It T. A
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Soo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Welters to Bronx park wantins
along the east side Of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance have
been interested in • circular net that
was placed in the stream a few day.
age. It was put there, reports Use
New York Son, for the doable pur
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
hirde of the soo and specimens for
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank lead,
out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The Bab
opining to the bank to feed enter the
mourn and tratunely swim hack into
i ,deep war but they had the net nar-
rowing, when they slide through
the a nail le in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a largra
net of the manse style. The net is
about 15 feet tele and foils feet wide
at the monde . ,
Carp and' eseketio weighing irons a
platter of a pound to three poends
have been taken in this way for the
ben -ifit of the sae !awl" cranes and
vultures The keteaers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass cartured
are moat to the aqnserom to be ex-
hibited. or in enterer-11m to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mad
turtles wander into the net ...
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
oh poader walk as the clock strikes
the bour of eight,"
"Gracious, deauette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
bur'n low for him 'Icahn"-
"You don't mean !tr.
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this aura three tights a week
and call me pet cameo as he has been
doing for the pint two years."
I am astonished."
"And to-night I am going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B--but why are you going to dis-
card him?"
"Discard him? Why, you goose. I
ani going to marry hips!"-Colitmbus
DiSpateb.
PALL OF A VETE•st
BY 0. II. NORTHCROPT.
A
414
He was known as "Thoughtful Torn-
klus" among his acquatntances; his In.
timatea called him "T. T." Thus doe,
friendship assist to longevity. And 1"'. 
causethe sobriquet were not inappro-
priate, be felt embarrassingly- out of-
place at the subuthaa ball, where he
first el. t her. She seemed roost be-
wilderingly beautiful to the fall, shy
youth, as he leaned against a pillar,
his moist. hands clasped behind him.
That night Cupid was in form; no sec-
ond shaft was needed.
After weeks of fruitless scarch'ig he
met her again. With a patience
worthy of the best at causes he had
tried to find her unaided. But he only
knew her as the most beautiful girl
in London; so his quest was a trifle
difficult. At length, with many blushes,
he turned to the friend who had first
introduced them and promptly secured
• clive: - ---.7- _
___ _ _ ___
 _
"Oh, she's to a tea shop aomewhere
in the city!"
Then he began a coarse of teas and
lunches extending over a wide area
Faint. ytt pursuing, be sat down on it
spring evening at one of the familiar
epodes of marble-tapped tables, and
from behind him there approached the
white-capped vestal who served that
particular altar.
ttflood evening, Mr. Tomkins! What
may I get you?" I
Yes, It was she; and he could *alp
gasp and stammer.
"Oh, Miss Bell! How delighted I azil
to see you again! I've been wondering
if I ever should. Pb fact, I've bowl
looking for you everywhere!"
"Have you, really? How nice!" ,
"Yes. that's Just how I feel! Good
heavens, I think you look better is
black than anything!"
"Don't be silly! Shall I get you some
tea?"
"Tea? Oh. yes! I hadn't thought
of that Of course, tea and toast"
Thus began an evolution in intimacy
that was both swift and interesting to
the onlookers, and of deep importance
to at least one of those congerned
Every evening be came and elch time
stayed longer. But always and only
tit tea
"Why don't you come to,luecb?" she
asked him one day.
"Oh, I can't very well!"
"But It isn't far from your office"
"Ob. no; quite near! About five.
minutes' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiger's is only good enough
for tea? I see!"
'Really. no! It's not that at all'"
"I suppose you do have lunch?"
"Oh, regularly!"
"Welt come here. We have very
nice Joints and things, and this table
Isn't always NIL That is, of moires, if
you care for me to wait upoa you!"
Poor Tomkins! That tea end it
piece of muffin nearly finished Ids. Its
had to clasp her band before he could
reply.
"WtnnW, lee know WI; uot that."
'Well why dor 't you come*"
And bee' smile defied him to give a
sensible reason.
"Look here," be answered, "yen
1 some of early tomorrow night don'tyour. "Yea""Meet me at the corner of Chummy
Mae and lot us go- for a walk togetlei
sr? Do, Winnie," he continued in a
whisper, "then I'll tall you why 1
don't come to Innen." 4
She had never been to Hamarbaset,
Heath before, and It had been epeciallyil
arranged for her to get • good impresi
'ion of It that evening. Who would.
*ream . she was a waitress, thought
Temkin' as he stepped proucay along
at her side, trembling every time their
elbows touched? She seemed to kW
imagination a goddess in modern mull;
eemped from the fragrant wood that
loomed before tbna in the spring twi-
light.
"I prorniaed to tell you-"
"Tee?"
"To tell you-shout-why, t mew Z
don't come to tench!"
"Don't if you had rather not, you
know It doesn't matter in the least"
"But I want to. Mull we sit down?"
The kindly shadows veiled their rest-
ing place and (sly the spring broese-
beard.
"I've always been a queer fellow, g
believe," be began, "serious and shy:
what 10IDO chain call 'goody-goody.'
I'm net really% you know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of cycling."
"I love cycling!" she interpolated.
"I'm what they call a fellow with no-
toss. I suppose Ws because I read
a good deal. And I believe we don't
feed properly."
"What do you mean,"
"That le-I mean--we ought to eat
more trait and nuts and that sort of
thing. In fact, Pm a vegetarian,
and-'3
But her silvery leuph cut short his
explanation. 4
"Oh, Jack, you silly boy! Is that
all? What rubbish! But I am glad!
'I was afraid-"
"What? !What were you afraid of,
WInnier
"I was afraid-it-wail mine one
eies."
"Oh. WI nate ! Berne Ape else?
Never!"
His arm dole rowed her waist and
drew her toward him- Their bands
were tightly, clasped. And-yes, her
lips were perfect.
Next day site triumphantly placed
before biers a full man's portion of
"roast beef and Yorkshire." Tbe cher-
ished tteory was exploded. Adam had
euenitecilbed.-London Opinion.
• i
Profitable Mistake.
/She-Some people' profit by the mis-
takes of others.
H.
-yes; like the minister who sot a
tee for marrying Us.-Chkago Journal,
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Crisis in
tier Life
dieleaseillite
iOCORDING to the unspoken lawsof her Bohemian world he was a
Philistine and a prig, which means he
was • gentleman and old-fashioned in
his ideas about women.
She was a Bohemian by circum-
stances and environment rather than by
cholas. and it was only from necessity
she had 'pent most of her later girl-
hood In the precincts of Fleet street.
He was amused at her. tests for litera-
ture and in a mild way proud of her
literary ettainments. She had written
for tome years for some of the numer-
ous ladles' magazines, but lately she
had done deeper work, and now at last
her book was finished. It wee almost
like a woman's first-born to her, this
novel into which she had Put her beet
thoughts and Aar worst cynicism-a
eghlicism not innate. only born of a
Mend's trouble.* Sometimes she won-
dered what Ralph Merton would say
when he lead bar book. She felt he was
set a man to Worst* too grist a
breadth at view in the woman ha loved;
yet she was sure he would be proud of
ber success; for even her publisher-
*lid alintatirfers publisher at least
apes pandudisat.-itad told her he bad
sot the slightest doubt upon the sub-
Jae-
-The story kiwi troad." he said; "1n4
people leve to read about the coarses
side of Itte." . •
Manliest was deeply hurt at this open
criticism, for that hod not been her
object, and she ergdained to her pub-
lisher that she did not wish to appeal
te the worse but to the better side
of human nature, and only to point
a wholesome morale She had writtme
to warn womep, and had *sly spoken in
so unabashed a way of sin and evil to
teach a tampon and save her me from
bitter au troll og.
The publisher merely shrugged his
shoulders and accepted the book, and
wondered why women hide what they
mean by flowery language:
Te-4a7 she had rettir_td the 1A_nt
her tweak and now slet was eilialeue
over the nre with her precious burden
on her knee Now and again she lifted
a Page and reread it carefully, and eat
and dreamed, and altered here and
there, and sat and dreamed again.
Ones or twice shostruck something out
or strengthened and rewrote • sentence.
and from time to time she glanced up
at the clolik, and when at last it struck
eve one rose, and, collecting her papers.
pet them os the writing table, and, re-
mise's herself by the Are, sat listening
liar bar lover's footstep.
dilate unconscious of the depths of
his views en woman, she eagerly antic-
ipated his pleasure duid pride. She de-
cided sOt to tell him about her book at
first bet, womaalike, keep her news
until he should have told her his.
They hat ihnehed tea and were sitting
together over the fire.
•.Won't you have • cigarette, Ralph?'
"You are sure you don't mind. Mar-
garet o"
"Of enure@ not; Hove it-it's so home-
like. Besides, I want to tell you some-
thing, and men can listen better while
they szoolte."
He toot the tend that rested on the
side of tie ('hair and raised it gently to
his lips. "how you spoil me, Maraga-
rot!"
"Nothing to what I shall do by-and-
by," she retorted. laughing. "All nice
wives spoil their husbands, and I mean
to be a very nice wife."
"It's a treat to meet a gill like you In
these cloys, dear." he said; "you are not
Ilk, • present day woman, somehow."
"Perhaps theey are not so bad as you
think"
"Perhaps not," he said, laughing:
"'but there are some fununy ones about.
I mat one abroad, by the way--s writer.
a Miss Versiter"-be paused -'-"She gave
'Me quite a shock."
Margaret toasted. "Really" What
was 'she like, Ro11111? Tously about the
head and fioppingly artistic, or the ad-
vanced-young-woisan type?"
"Neither," be said. "her appeal:lance
ores charmIng--te look at-my dear
Margaret; ahe nx1gkt bare been as pure
and sweet as you ?ourself; but tier
took-well, I never was so thoroughly
*hooked In my life.-
"Do you mean by her book,. 'Not
Otherwise?'"
He frowned allglitig. "I should
hardly have thought yes even knew the
name."
"I have read it." said Margaret.
quietly, "and I thought it very clever.",
He lookea at her in some agitonisk
Went. "clever!" he echoed. "of course
it's 'clever. fiendiShly clever, Maret•
Oct one could doubt that for $ t;
but I don k see what Matelots to 6o
wigh it. It's appalling to ass that an
anniarrled girl should write a book one
cannot show one's women bilk. Why
emit women leave the coiner side of
Mod. She ease novelist to &Boleti"
"Pailbaps she had a moral lemon to
teach," said Margaret, speaking a
shade oddly.
"Lassos! Nonsense!" said Merton.
"It's not an unmarried place to
tan* /DOM letesoee-not In that wsY
at ea) rate. Yon sienna( tone!) stet)
Without beonotrg defiled, sod for
young girl like that to wallow in .1teto
cry mud can cod" show sits has en Im-
pure mind and soiled Imagination,"
• "My gear Ralph!"
"Well. Margaret, I apologize; but I
strongly became I feel strenelv:.
bolsi es rtwast, and elate a writer
, yea may be able to influence
-it friend who argils that style of hook"
"I am sure this book wag ',AWL Al
warning.,"
MN !Mink "whit can warn
by depiodug vies: DUD Will aorta a
tioudred where she warns one or two.
If a girl wienes to teach the world a
imam let her teach it by her own puri-
ty of life and purpose." He stopped
abruptly, and added: "I am very glad
that young woman does not belong to
me, Margaret."
There was A momelins intense!
tilelecie, as Margaret vat *Jowly nalboi
hag that her book was quite as Out-
spoken. "I am very glad that young
woman does not belong to me." Those
were the only words she could remem-
ber distinctly of all he he'd said. She
knew now why she had not written to
tell him about her book. A subtle in-
stinct meet have warned her; the in-
stinct that preserves sensitive women
from making mistakes with those they
love.
But she loved her book, too-did she
love it more than Ralph? She hardly
knew-she was only °outdoes of a
sudden feeling of icy coldness toward
him, and involuntarily she withdrew
ner-handlitiZilWpIEM1 On kW obeli:-
then turned and looked him in the
face. "Supposing I had writter book
like that, Ralph?"
"I can't suppose anything so abnor-
mal, Margaret-women with minds
like you don't dig in es*d."
"Bat supposing I harm she persist-
ed, feeling as though .th• decision of
her very fate itself hung on his an-
swer.
"I should first ask you not to pub-
lish it," said Ralph Morton only
"end-"
• "And if I refused" interrupted Mar.
IgliZ44, eagerly.- "Supposing A were 4
refuse your reQueet-" •
"I should leave pee Otargaret4" bS
said quietly. "I shoilld never =AM *-
woman who wrote an melees book. I
should never trust her."
"Why not?" she 'irked, In genuine
&mammas!.
"I sheraid feel she had either don*
soceethingbad or was eapable of doing
something bad. It I. woman's missies
to uplift men bg her example Ifi her
life, and in her writings if she writes.'
"Areal you a little hard and narrow,
Ralph?"
"Perhaps so," he answered, gravely.
"I dare say I am narrow, Margaret-
according to an ordinary modern wom-
an's creed-but my wife will have to
come up to my standard."
For a long time after Ralph Merton
had left the room Margaret gat quietly
looking into the fire. In one atiort hour
her whole point of view of life had
changed. She had thought her lover
would be proud of her success, and she
hoped he would even understand her
motive in writing her book. It was
even more outspoken, and dealt even
more deeply perhaps with the subject
of sin and pawls:in than that other
book of which he had spoken with
such contempt and open loathing. It
was horrible to her to think that Ralph
would iniaglas she had used her sub-
ject-the sad story of a friaed's robe-
fortune-es an Ignoble means of at-
mining success and money.
Margaret realized as she sat there
with closely clasped heads, her heart
:wooing with a hoary thud of nervous
excitement, that she had reached a
crisis in her lite. How much was this
man's love worth to her, and what was
love when weighed in the balance
against her art? Two alternatives lay
before her. She mast either give up
Ralph, or give up publishing her
book.
She know her aim had been single,
and her desire quite pure, het Ralph
would never understand that, and
Oerefore she need not put his faith
and trust to such a test_ it she pub-
lished the story she knew he would
never marry her. To lose ,him would
oe torture-and yet to lose her hook
would be torture, too. She sat there,
torn first one way and then another,
communing with herself-facing life
and pain and pride, she felt a bitter
sense of disappointment that amount-
ed almost to despair. Gradually the
glowing firelight died slowly down and
only the gray ashes gathered and gath-
ered unW the last red glow began to
fade, and still Margaret sat battling
with ambition and her love.
"Shall I make the fire up for you,
miss?"
"No. thanks, Mallam."
The maid waited. "It's a chilly
night, miss, and it's raining, too
Shan't I bring a few sticks in?"
Margaret stirred impatiently, wait-
ed a moment, and then said in bet
usual gentle voice: "Very well, thank
you-make It up If you like."
The maid left the room to fetch the
wood, and Margaret rose with a slight
shiver sod orowied to the writing
table On Which she bad laid her
prodoes- Wools. Neside them stood
bar lover's photogreph. She took it
up and looked at it lung and intently.
It was a frank and open faro, and she
nealled with a throb of womanly
pride the blue eyes that grew so ten-
der when they looked at her and re-
membered with a thrill of tenderlion
the touch of the strong, warm hand I
and the voice that had said to her
testy that very dad:
"My dear Margaret, I may be a lit-
tle larroW; bbit my wite will have to
come up to my standard."
It was a good standard-she rreog-
tilted that-for it touched the high ,
level that avoided "even the appear-
anee of evil," and It was a standare
she might 4r) W*11 to reazh not netv
fn his optefon of tor, but in so?
and work:. We eaelr lire in our own
isolated world of thowtht, and the
most bitter sacrifices we ever make
are those only known to onr deeret
pelves., Margaret bent her head and
looked once more at her lover's plidito-
itzaph. Anti then, with a hand that
trembled almost uncontrollably, She
nutty replaced It on her table, and,
taking her proofs, crossed quickly to
the fire, and. kneeling, tore them no
by leaf and rressed them steadily into
the Sanks.--Wastadmidar Osaveln
t Elm Way to nl- _
Wifee-I have made $50 this after-
noon.
Husband-Phew!
"You paid only $100 for. that old
piano, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for 4150."
"Gracious me! What are you going
Ui do i-ifth -the money"
"There isn't any money."
"Eh?" .
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows me
$160 for the old one. If you'd stay
at home and let me go to your office
and attend to your business you'd
loop be rich. Just think! Fifty dot
tars a day is 'something over $15,000
a year."-Stray Stories.
WANTED TO KNOW.
don't understand this wireless
telegraphy.
He---It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air. instead of over
the wires.
She-I know; but how do they attach
the air to the poles ?-Chicago Journal.
tinooneerned.
Said the pheasant to 'he rabbits,
"I'm antased at your bad habits.,
Don't you kacrw it's very rude to aft and
starer'
And the look the bauglity pheasant
rented au them was far from pleasant.
Sut neither of the rabbits turned a hare.
-Lida
Home Thrust.
Kolcker-Why den a novelist al-
ways dress his heroine in -some cling-
ing whits stuff?"
Mrs. Knicker-Because a man ex-
pects a woman to stick to one doses
*waver- Why. yes, Henry, I could get
a new one for $60.-N. Y. Bun.
Slightly Oenfused.
"Poverty," said the cynical philoso-
pher, "la no disgrace. Oa the contrary,
gt may be an honor."
-Yea" answered Kr. Dustin Stew, "I
ileel that way shout it. But my tastes
are so expensive I Mill afford to be
poor."-Wasninotes Star.
Wanted Only Her Own.
Mrs. De Fashion-at a children's pan
tr.-Marie!
Nurse Girl-Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. De Fashion-It's time for us to
go home. Which of these children
miae?-N. Y. Weekly.
Proof Positive.
The Male Idiot-But how can I be
sure that you love me?
The Female Ditto-Remember that
I have had many chances to marry
handsome men, clever men and Inter-
esting men-and yet I accepted you!-
- Cleveland Leader.
Xisunderstoced.
"Do you ever read a paper at your
•
club?" asks the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the reading
room I And that the topers have been
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
who sit around that room all the
time."-Judge
• Busy Wife.
Bacon-My wife is very erratic. One
day she Is bursting .Into tears and the
next day she is torsting into laugh-
ter. •
Egbert-She really must be kept
pretty busy bursting.-Yonkers States-
Win
The Post-Card Fiend.
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in
Heaven."
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you can send
souvenir postal cards from there."-
Pittsburg Poet.
Its Peculiarity.
"How did you ever COMO into posses-
sion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as that?"
°Way, I got thin umbrella in a very pe-
euller way-i bought It."-Judge.
Losing Strength.
"Au' how's yer wife, Pat?"
"Sun, she do be awful sick."
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
tinny more!"-Cleveland Leader.
Never Too Old.
"Man never grow.' too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
to unOsto ' - Oegator
Badger.-btilwanto septum'.
--o- - —
Fatal Term.
Grayce- What broke up your anti.
corset meeting?
Gladys--Oh, some fool woman sug-
gested that we present a straight frost
to the enemy.--Chleago Sun.
An noample.
Johnny-What it. the rule of three
pa?
Pn-Ostinisily I dIvercsi-N. If. sus.
•
The Foxy One.
Mts. Knewbryde was in tears.
"You have forgotten already," she
sobbed. "You 4-d---don't care for me
any m-more! You-"
"Tell me what I have forgotten,
dearest? Tell me!"
"This is my b-birthday, and you
baven't broLght me any present, or
said it w--word -about it, and-" - -
"Nonsense, darling, I remembered il
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
you that you were a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
again.-Cleveland Leader.
He Wasn't in It.
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable
young man. "I have been cut off in
my prime."
"How's that, dear boy?" queried the
party of the other part.
"My rich old bachelor uncle has
made a new will and I'M not in it,"
explained the f, y. m.-Chleago Daily
News.
Papa's Blessing.
The Minister-And does your papa
say grace at the table, too?
The Angel Child-Yes, sir, but he
doesn't say it like you do.
The Minister-What does he say?
The Angel Child-He sits dbwn an'
looks around an' says, "Good Lord,
what a dinner!"-Cleveland Leader.
Worth a Contest.
Caller-I wish to contain my-uncle's
will.
Lawyer-is the estate worth it?
Caller-He left $100,000.
Lawyer-Let me see. Thet's fifty
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other aide. Yes, it's
worth it.-N. Y. Weekly.
The Seneetten,
Jay Green-I had a ride in my oou-
sin's automobile while I was up t' the
city.
Amon Allred-Ye did? How 'd seem?
Jay Green-Waal, it felt a good deal
like huhu' into a mighty deep well,
only ye dropped straight ahead instead
o' down'ards.-Petk
Enough to Cense Weeptag.
"Tears, Idle Tears, I Know Not
When or Why," sang the girl in the
fiat below in a shrill voice.
"If that girl would only sing In a
phonograph, then natal to it., she
wouldn't ask any cuch fool question,"
muttered the crusty bachelor below.-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Foolish Doctor.
"What are you 'snorting about" asked
the young walrus of the old one, who
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
"Here's a doctor," replied the other,
"who says it's unhealthy to go into the
water after a meal. How woni essre get
It, if we clidn't1--Plilladelphia
Where Extremes Kept.
"The refreshments at the Glizingere'
reception were very simple."
-That 'always argues crati of two
things-either the given of Mt enter-
tiOnment ark enormously wealthy ow
painfully poor.-Clevelaad Plain Deal-
Tears.
Tttough Cromwell's plan was pretty good.
A girl's Is sinip:er yet.
She puts her trust in Prov:denee.
And keeps bet powder wet.
-N. Y. Sun.
Mr. Or
for a rain ay.
Mr. Bugg
water bug.-N.
SAFE.
hopper-You should sava up
Why, I'm a
*
In Chicago.
A man and a dog In a fog-o.
Collided one night in Chicag-o.
The•gweetiaga they pedal,
Brought crowds running feat.
To help the young man let the dos Co-
--Chicago Record-liertM,
Charitable View,
Said He-They say Miss Yellboy b
very much in love with herself.
Said She-Well, she will at feast
never know what it is to experience
the bitter pangs of jealous.-Chicago
Daily News.
• On and Off.
Yeast-Hasn't the color of your
wife's hair changed?
Crimsoobessit-No, she's 'lad that
same hair, on and off, for foul- year"
-Yonkers Statesman.
Ameniimenia 4
Knicker-Rockefeller iaSd ghat mere
money gettingwatn't all thetre is in life
r . z. 5, awful
lot to mcre money losing. -N. 1. Sun.
The leer Way.
Upperten--How do you manage to
get such perfent-fitting clothes?
De Stole-Buy them ready made.-N
Y. Weekly.
• r
A Giveaway.,
Guest-Ah, Mrs. Blank, / eeldoin get
as good a dinner as thin.
Little Johnny-Neither do we-N.Y
Sun.
nrswe/ow
WANTED—A  SERMON.
What One Sincere Zan Did Not Find.
,4
BY Z. Z."73.1EDICAN.
The Rev. Hiram Stoddard-kindest,
beat and sincerest amc.:g raCti-had
_been called from an ob.oure town to
guide the destinies of cne of Chimp
go's largest and InCiSt fazhionable con-
gregations. On Sunday he was to
preach his first sermon and he was
naturally anxious to put forth the best
efforts of which he Was capable, not
only in order to mainta!n but also to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and originality of thought.
He began, therefore, to work on his
Introductory sermon several weeks in
advance. But somehow all the topics
he chose failed to satisfy him, and he
dismissed one after the other as being
either hackneyed, uninteresting, down-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
mething that -would fit Oho boor end-
ear his congregation by its fitness.
As the appointed Sunday approached
the Rev..1-firam Stoddard grew more
and more nervous, and he who had
such facility of Inventicn and phrase,
to whom a sermon bad been as noth-
ing at all, now found that a sermon
was everything in the world. His
anxiety put a stumbling block in the
way of hissbilities. If he had meter
shoved his anxiety to one side his
quick mind would have rowel a clear
path-a bit of advicco as good as it is
useless to a man in the clutches of
worry.
ThuoidaY night found the reverend
gentleman in the library of his new
home in Michigan avenue, wretchedly
1
despair. 
From 
ease and all but on the verge of
I P time to time he gazed restless-
ly at his well-stocked shelves in the
hope that some boot would help him
l out of his quandary. He arose once ortwice as if inspired, fingered the fat
volumes and then sat down again.
. sighing to himself hopelessly. 4
"A walk might do me good and clear
the vapors from my brain," said the
minister to himself. So, giving over
all turther attempts as useless, he put
ontlibsechikn.sigth atist. andwscopaut and pas. sestidllout 
think-
ing 
avenue, his hands crossed behind his
Ile walked north along Waits&
s of his sermon despite himself. It
had ccextrred to him that the sight of
I the rolling waters of the lake wouldserve as an inspiration, but in his ab-
menternindedness he forgot about the
lake altogether and, heedless of where
he wont, turned westward. I
I All unaware of it, the Rev. Hire*
Stoddard, his eyes bent on the ground
In search of his elusive sermon, found
himself in the heart of a squalid, pov-
erty-stricken district that presented a
violent contrast to the neighborhood
out of which he had jest passed.
I If his need bad Mega concerned
more with what was going on Outside
of It and lees with what we.s going on
inside of it, if be had been more alive
to Impressions, the minister might
!have asked himself an endless numberof %stations concerning this contrast.its causes, its justifinition, its results,
but, as it was, he passed on without
reflecting, his eyes bent on the ground,
his hands crossed lehind his back.
A cog row of dark, forbidding tens-
, meets loomed up. Out of the doorroy
IV the most ramshackle of these two
men passed and one said to the other'
Old Latham la squeezing us pretty
hard. The rent is going up next
month, and I don't know bow I can
stand it!" •
"I see by the papers." replied his
companion, "that Latham has just
male the church a handeome gift
He's got to square the two ends some-
how, I suppose."
"I suppose so," said the other for-
lorply. "but I wish some one would ex-
plain to me bow he justifies himself."
"The,two men passed out of sight
and earshot. Tow convereation
skimmed, so to mit!, -over the surface
pod the listener's preoccupied need. not
even ruffling it, leaving no impression
babied.
Suddenly it dawned on the minis-
ter's attention that it was growing
late and that It was high time to re-
turn, and he retraced his steps, die-
-
tressed beyond measure to think how
the valuable minutes were flying and
leaving him without • topic for a ser-
mon.
On the way homeward he passed the
unsightly tenements again. A crowd
had gathered around a patmh wagon
that stood in front of the last building
of the row. If the minister had paused
to itquire he might have learned that
a night laborer, working at • base-
ment foundation, had been killed, that
he bad left a family penniless and
thet under the terms of his contract
he had absolved his employers from
all responsibility in case of accident
But In his haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard concluded that the disaster wee
the consequence of s drunken brawl
and be walked on, his mind still dis-
traught by his missing sermon.
Finally he reached his house, ea-
tired his library, tit his lamp and
plunged Into a profound though trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
to fall on • college catalogue that lay
on his desk and by s subtle process of
essodation "The Abuse of Athletics in
Our llaiversities" suggested itself as a
topic for hls dimmers&
"Why didn't I *Mk of that before,'
sgailkOMILDILAffte-1114014-610010411.
eisantaio=r week oa Ns sermon so-
News,
•
"RialigANNISOIL -
”try=serwirsiat Passes, *W.
EXCURSION
St. Louis sod Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
remotion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
goed rooms, etc. Boats ,c each
Wednesdwy and Saturday 5 p. in.
For other information apply to jug
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agatt.
D. Sidney- Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS. •
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone TIM
Residence, Sip Broadway.
Phone to.
Office phone set, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes ar2d
FzUrqittare.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sit-aao Court street. Old phone 13111.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Bundle&
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and x4 Colurnbia
Old Phone log.
J. B. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLE2
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms t, 11 and 3 Register Build-
in, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both phones V.
Lemon dill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE rIERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICEI.Y TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL. DRUG'
STORES.
- .5
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tee
. Novi hlrifth. Both Phone 353.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone r6g•
Or. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at reside'. Office hours
7 to 9 a. to 3 p
TRUEHEART 111/ILJING
Both pho. sag at the odic*, b-th
J. C. frontenny Cow Rem
FLOUR,NOY & RER1,
1.A W ERs
Rooms to, it and is. Columbia 140416
FiliDVCAK XT.
ossassidiviftleamiroadiss
weal t
sossasoissosissaaaassiameelasanissassessaassosaageffletelastodedm
:
•
f
Card Cases, Pass Cases and Bill
Books
ICX2 all Leather Samples to select
• from.
Your Name and,Addreasa in Gold
--Letters --
An Ideal Christmas Present for a
Gentlem-n
M'PHRSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
ThurMay Morning, Mt. 14, ijoi.
LOCAL NEWS
.4•111.1.4mummt
vorrissionen fa.
—Attorney. 
rCerl.m iyha
moved hi s residence- frdunothe.
liobson homestead, on Isson near
Eles-Zdeto 84,5 Maddebh 'street.
itt Wghy, of the
Carneigie berate .of trustees,
ens called !het yttii meet. t. •••
row evening, at the building.
CC ose, fere comr -
er Itelte, is .allte,lo be out after
days'asonfineatellt with illnes
—A clad's. ci sixteen caudaisl
were initiated' nilp the Franterna
Order of, Eagles "1se night at their
new quango. in the- old Y. IsMt t.`A.
building, at Sixth and„Biloadssay.
—Word from 'Stso_Leosis is that Mr.
Mose, Bloom is belie with bis para-
lytic stroke.
—Mr. and Mks. D.- thee have a
new boy baby at their home, as hari
M. and ltsi Y. A. Robertson. The
fathers ace loth 1. C. employes.
—Person-s having articles for the
First Presbyterian church bazaar are
requested to leave them by 9 o'clock
this morning at Mes. Girardey's mil-
linery store.
Dainty Xmas gift. Keiser Neck-
wear—Collars osoTurnover. A beau-
tiful assortment
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Benefit Dance.
Monday evening, December 18,
tgos, at Brunswick hal, 426 Broad-
way. Anapices Division 415 A. A. of
S. and E. R. E. of A.. whoae mem-
bers are locked out by the transfer
isatripany. Tickets 50c. Admit lady
wed gentleman.
A nice Salk Waist makes a most
acceptable Xmas present and our line
offers quite a choice in price and pet-
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO
Picture Frames.
We have just received a new stock
of moulding for Xmas frames and
eharre employed an experienced man,
who will get all work out promptly
Brunson's Art Store, 4.23 B'sway.
Our line of Xmas Handkerchiefs is
beautiful and one wishing something
always acceptable should see them.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
Christmas Offering.
C. I.. Brunson & Co. offer bloom-
ing plant for Christmas. as follows:
Poirseettas, Cyclatnen, Lilies of the
Valley, latarossus, Hyacinths, Christ-
mas Peppi s. Pomula (3 varieties).
In foliage plant—.- f111.3 assort-
usern of Ferns, Asparagm.
Norfolk Iceland Pines, etc.,
•Hoilir wreaths, Evergreen wreaths
and wreathing, Christmas -Bells. 4
. Plants win be on display on tend
after Thursday,' Dec. 21st.
C L. BRUNSON di _O.,
• 
423 AProadway.
Don't fail to look through our are
=
nt for fancy, pin cushions
thy Xtnas gets. Pretty Pil-
low "Nine.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
REMOVAL NOTICE
WE WISH 'TO INFORM THE
PUBLIC . TI-IAT WE HAVE
MOVED OUR FACTORY AND
SUPPLIES FROM OUR OLD
QUARTERS AT 4o3S; BROAD-
WAY, TO 523 BROADWAY. IN
THE REGISTER BUILDING,
WE ARE NOW PAEPARED TO
FURNISH OUR CUSTOMERS
WITH ANYTHING IN THE RUB-
BER STAMP LINE. WE HAVE
ADDED TO OUR BUSINESS 'A
COMPLETE LINE OF OFFICE
SUPPLIES, AND WILL APPRE-
CIATE A SHARE OF YOUR PAT-
RONAGE., AS WE ARE CONFI-
DENT WE CAN PLEASE .YOU,
AND WILL WAIT O'N YOU AT
YOUR PLACE OF BUSINESS
AND DELIVER TO ANY PART
OF THE CITY.
WE ARE PREPARED To
MAKE YOUR RUB RER STAMPS
ON SHORT' NOTICE
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL CQ
-
FiQplettace far sile; tender, crisp
arad c'beap. Oak GI de greenhouse.
Forteous Bros. ,
-
ABOUT THE PEOPLE GENERAL NEWS.
Transfer Cerk.A. -H. Oliver, of the
American Es:dess comonay's office at
the union de"sn, was yesterday called
to Waved)", Tenn:, by the critical
illness of hi, sister, Miss Mattie
0;iver, who :s twenty years of age
and is ill wit. consumption.
-Seasediesendsist Pat Hlolloratt, of
the Katterjbl .1 Constructing Works
at Cedar Bled:. above here, is ill with
pneumonla a•d has been taken to
Evansville fo treatment.
ble'ssra. Donglas Bagby and' John
Broolas leaves Christmas week for
llopkinsville t i arfend a house party
given by Miss RoSelia_Green. . ,
iMir. Thomas R. Todd, of the Frank
Eehr brewery, is here visiting. their
local agent, Monager-,Mitcheil.
Ilitrs. William Singes and chilltien
and Mips' 'Anna lls:aning have gone to
Sodthi/hpitester, I. fk., to visit. From
there they go ' . Texas.
. John V • t s_y_usleff.".4.e_nsentslo
Lo- angelaa, ( . to spend the win-
ter.
Mr. Herbert S. Lant , of ,Ehnsselle,
is in the city on busians.
Chid M. S. Egan, elf the police
fOrst of Caino,,wss, ins the city yes-
iw.hessinese.
e,:- Oe Williants, of Kreba, is
siting. ire else 'city.
Mr. Will &lodes, the shoe dram-
Mr+, • hest' returned front a trip
the-newts 'the Sauth.
Mr. Charles Read, of t e Palmer,
is -in Cbioago on bufe.
sldr. Luther Graltra OE he Kutta-
ods yesterday on bissinise.
-r. D. G. Miirrell returned last
ning from Ed4yvitk, where 'he
s.• ended circuit court.
,Mrs. Frank Fowler, of Elizabeth-
town. 113., is visiting Dr. J. S.
Troutman. .
Mr. Leslie LeNaive, of Rives,
Tenn., is 'here on 'business.
Mrs. 'Roy McKinney yesterday re-
tained from Bardavell and Fulton.
Oragnizer Harry English, of, the
Beavers, yesterday went to Louis-
ville to institute a big lodge there.
We have made a special purchase
of Handkerchiefs and now offer. you
the prettiest line we ever handled
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO
The senate committee on approp-
riations in spite of !hato
re 
rscmal ef-
forts of Sectary 'rift to
get the original amount asked, 816,-
50:woo. declines to increase mane),
wanted for emergent see on the Isth-
mus of Panama canal from the
$tit,ocomoo favored( by the house
committee This virtuatly settles the
amount of this appropriation.
In 188o North Carolina had only
tsi mills, consum-'ing ;Repo bales of
cotton. Today she owns 250 miNs,
consuming 555,000 hales.
To Policy kioiders.
We wish, to notify our patrona, the
public generalLy. through the daily
preset, each agent signing the notice.
that cornmencinee on the first day of
January, 1906, all policies are due
and payable when the insurance is
effected or upon delivery of policy in
person or by mail
BOtARD OF LOCAL
UNDERWRITERS.
Special Imported Table Linen sets
fin Xmas
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE ,liEER
Solid at
Gray's HI
Painter douse Bar,
Lagornaraino.
- Our line of Ladies' Handbags has
no equal irothe cite.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Olivet 'PgpeWriter.
Nearly new OliOr Typewiter with
year guarantee fon sale at reasonable
price. CaN at 132 Broadway.
BOYS make men, but clothe.
made for men will not do for boys.
We make a study of boys and boys'
clothing..
While they have a youthful swing
—that undefinable something—that
makes them boys' snits, they have
the strength and wearing qualities
aloolutely essential.
•
-
POPULAR WANTS
(--Slr Ai:ell:told c;iSkie,--14---famous
dalr-diedn,
geologist, predicts another deluge on
, account Of the universal decay of the
, surface of the land, - 
-
i !Herman H. Vorjohau has beenelected assessor of Lotklnd, 0., af-
ter Meeting defeat in .twenty-five suc-
cessive contests.
The annual report of controller of
the currency W. B. Rictgely gives a
detailed statement of the resources
and liabilities of all the national banks
of the United States.
'It is said that the city of Nashua.
N. 'H.„ will. sue the Daniel Hussey
estate in Louisville for SSOdsoo alleged
to have been bequcthed by Mk. Hus-
sey for a library at Nashua.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals de-
cided that the Louisville Water com-
pany must pay a judgment for $5,0oo
rendered against-it beams" at 'be kill-ing by one of the coillanter's -wagons
cif (-diaries PhiHip\ 
The ranchers of Sbusti, Siskiyou
and Miactoc counties, Cal., have be-
gun war of extermination On wild
hogs v9hich are dangeromby numer-
ous and- raid the pens of the domestic
swine and kilt them
The democratic members of the in-
terstate VIA, foreign commerce corn-
mittet at Washington met Tuesday
to talk over provisions of a bill which
they will agree upon as a substitute
for the new Hepburn bills
Homer B. HurIburt. special mes-
senger from Korea, who is now in
VS'aelingtors has received a message
from the Korean emperor declaring
that the agreement with Japan N
mill and void because it was obtained
by force.
King George of Greece is an athlete
and more than once under the pseud-
onym of "George Papadopulous" has
taken part in the struggles in the
arena and the racing path. He is
said to be the most muscular king in
Europe,
According to reports from Wash-
ington, Postmaster Harper is to re-
main in office at Cattletsburg and- an-
other berth will be found for R. R.
Barton, a reptsblican of that place
who was a candidate for the office.
It is perhaps not generally known
that King Edward holds a diploma
for foresty, a science which, by the
special wish of his fatber, he studied
at the csiebrated school of forestry
at Nancy, • France and also in Ger-
many.
A sensation wag sprung in the cir
wit court at Lexington Tuesday
when flotge Parker urged the grand
jury to fidl,y investigate the charges
that an attempt had been made t.
bribe • petit juror in the Hargis case
last spring
On the opening of the first Preach
railway, in 1837, a French reporter
wrote caddied's, of the itxosIndti. :
"He snorts! His progicius tail df
vapor floats in the firmament. Noble
amid intrepid horse, which nothing
can stop! Job's horse."
TH RIVERS
Stages Yesterday,
Cairo, 28.4: faKing
Chattanooga, 8.1; falltng.
t'sicinnati, 21.8; falling.
Evansville, an; falling. •
Florence, 7. 1 ; rising.
Johnsonville, 9.6; rising.
'Louisville, 8.5; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 6.o; fallion.
Nashville, 12.0; ciSing
Pittsburg, 4.3; falling.
Dtarvds Island Dein, 6.5; falling
St Louisa " 5s 4; Whoa.
Mt. Vernon, 27. lilt .
Paducah, 24 2; fallittg,
The towboat Warren returned yes
tcrday from Memphis
Thr. Boaz and Raymond Homer
passed down yesterday with tows of
coal fret the Mississippi river.
The Fred Hartweg it due down
from Louisville with a coal tow.
'the Charles Turner has enmesout
of the Cureherlatiii river with a tow
of ties.
There get away for the Tennessee
• yeatt-r4ay afternoon the steam-
er Tortoessee which is tainting in- the
rdace 4/rihe Clyde. The steamer will
ret Itri• next Monday -pig-ht.
There gets vitt for Cairo this morn
ng at 8 o'eloc-k the steamer Dick
l'ossivr. She wiH_ return tonight at
it O'clock.
Tonight late the steamer Ken-
tucky comes out of the Tennessee
river and lays here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before skipping
away on her return trip.
The Rees Lee will not get away
from Metephis untn today and will
retch 'here Suitnity oil her way up to
The Peters I,4eleft Cincinnati yes
•terday atteilst44111itte.Aunday on her
waY,doddfi• ss
The City * Savannah is clue to-
day to ,pass out of the Tennessee
' river for Si. Louis,
The Joe Fowler left yesterday for
Evansville aod comes beck tomor-
row,
FOR f,REN'T - Nice furnish:St]
rooms at 022 Jefferson. P)one' 1735
FOR IfiNT—Five-room cottage
modern ibtardvenientss bath, electo
lights, at 11,36 Madison, street. Ap
ply to De.y.Fr! 11, Stewart.
FOR SA I F or for snot-837 Jef-o—s-
ferson street. Posession at once.
Whittemone.
FOR RENT — Apartments iii
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broadway.
Bath, aheat and lights. Famished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
custodian, at building, or ring on. I
FOR RENT—Three rooms on
ground floor for housekeeping, ear
square of postoffice • Address "R., ;
Mt" this 011000
. •
FOR RENT—Six-on cottage,
1623. Broadwa.ys _Apply-at -Elea—
islet. offices
Miss Runge public stenographer,
timer House.
WANTED—Good, steady Men for
solicitors and colketors; steady work
to good bnatJetr. Call on F. R. Con.
Campbell bpittling, ffoin 7 to 9 p. qt.
FOR RENT—A- newly papered
four-room house, cksets, large pan-
try. Apply next door, zap' South
Seventh street. Old' phoen 1432.
WANTED—Gentleman or lady
with good reference, to travel by rail
or with a Pig. Salary $1,073 per year
and expenses; salary paid weekly and
expenses advanced Address with
stamp, Jos. A. Alexander, Paducah,
Ky.
THE KENTUCKY
Today'a boat in the Evansville
TELEPHONE 5411.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Saturday, Dec. 16
AMERICA'S GREATEST RURAL
COMEDY
"ALVIN JOSLIN"
LAUGH,
YELL,
SCREAM,
HOWL.
alto LAUGHS
IN
ito MINUTES
Scenic Effects Uncomparable
Most Laughable Comedy Ever
Written.
Prices--Matinsiei Children roc.
Adults a3c. Night prices: 25c, 35e
soe and 75C
SOUS on sale Friday at 9 a. m
THE KENTUCKY
7,ELEPHONE 548.
Itk
II1E81M NIGHT L;;tch-
E D STAIR PRESENTS THAT
FUNNY LITTLE FELLOW •
GEORGE
SilIDNEY
With a Big Beauty Contingent in
Busy Izzy's
Vacation
AN ALL NEW ONE.
The Kind of Gr.** You Like to See.
The kind of costumes that please the
eye.
The kind of music that makes you
whistle.
The great big show of Ganger and
Snap.
50 CLEVER PEOPLE-
20 MUSICAL NUMBERS,
Prices: 25, 35. so, 75 and Sion
Seats on Sale Monday at 9 a. m.
7rnerica12 shoe
Sf2i12112q Parlor
For Ladies and Gentlemen.
White People Canty.
426 Broadway, at Brunswick Pool
Rooms. All shines 5 cents,
Die Ladies' and Gents' Shoes.
BATES BROS.
PROPRIETORS
1
I 
Gift Certificates
help you sensibly to decide "what to give." You buy the
beautifully engraved Certificate and present it as a gift.
Thetperson receiving it may come in at her convenknce,
be fitted with just the style and size which best suits her
and exchange the Certificate (see below) for the shoes.
1'
What can give a woman
more genuine pleasure than
perfectly fitted stylish boots?
• Aad what can be more stylish
thanthe shoe that sets the style?
"Queen Quality" boots come
in all leathers—for
dram, for street, for
skating, for all other
services. Let your
choice be a sensible
one; "Queen Quality"
Gift Certificates.
f$3.50 &
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.,
219-333 BROADWAY.
'"..•"1/116"1411
For Books and Christmas Gifs
010
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTM'T.
WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GIVE °UK PRICES IN DETAIL, BUT
WE ARE NOT TOO BUSY TO SHOW YOU THE LOWEST PRICES
EVER MADE ON DESIRABLE HOLiDAY GOODS, SUCH AS
DOLLS, FINE CHINAWARE, COMB AND BRUSH SETS, BOOKS
AND BIBLES, BEAUTIFUL PICTURES, LAMPS, MILITARY
WE SELL EVERYTHING AT CUT PRICES
 
 1
BRUillES, SMOKERS' SETS, ETC., ETC. Urtill
--------
-
• R. T. LIGATFOOT,
trade is the steamier John S. Rap- 
I 
—LA E R—
klin'c ik-. City Of Saltines will patio sip to
day' bounds for the Tessee ewer
tacky and.Illinois.
Will practice in all courts of
from Si, basis;
4
Kew
We have a wide ranige of mord creations.
and beautiful designs in chains and fobs.
The workmanship is of the very best, the
designs unique and the wring qualities ear
cellent.
Come in and look them over, even thong*
you do not intend to purchase.
Christmas bills
Beautiful. Usetul. Lasting.
NOW ON DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOWS AND SHOW CASES.
CALL AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS PitO W — LAT &R
COMES THE RUSH. OUT OF TORN ClISTOMIIRS WHG
HAVE NOT RECEIVED OUR NEW CATALOGUE — PLEASE
WRITE AT ONCL—MAILED FREE
Special Attention Given to Mail Orders.
J. LIWOLIC 4. Jeweler.
4•104040.1  
IOW 
Open Evenings Until Caristmas.
4.4441•04•14•1110MMOIIIIIMIIIM
Count Witte ,bes said that there NOP
be no return to absoiutiem" in Biusia
no matter what ntay come otit of the
present disturbance in that land. He
so informed a &legation -whit*
vistaed bins in St. Pettrafparg a few
days ago.
'
Ed Corrigan announces that laP-
taip, Brown's wishes were tlafit ,the
plaals he had mapped ont ,;sOtithOrt
ins the American Turf 'a selstitin
.be carticd out by ti'-
Chfaago Round Trip $9.
Or er Pennsylvania Lines
Tin Famous Live Stock Show.
,
Eg•einsion tickets sold Dtee Mbe r
id, t7, t$ and 19, for parlor ear and
library cafe ca: train leeriest Louis-
ville at 8:20 a, awd sleeping
car train leavingsLonirsillt at 8:13 p.
lni. day'. Cordolat • inkr m a ti cm. play
be ascertainedff0111 r. H. Hagertk,
District Papreftges :Agent,
Ky.
4
PI
•
ere- dreettrasastperamddrilldro . .•
